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The Special Study concludes and recommends:
1. The purpose, nature, and significance of trading by members

from off the floor remain concealed in the aggregate data reported
by such members to the NYSE each week. Because this trading
on occasion accounts for a large percent of total trading in indi-
vidual stocks, and may therefore have a substantial impact on the
trading in such stocks, the propriety of expanding the present
reporting requirements of members trading from off the floor
should be considered by the NYSE and the Commission.

PART H. SHORT SELLING

Short selling not only is used by exchange members and members
of the public for speculative purposes, but is used also by arbitragers,
specialists, and odd-lot dealers to facilitate market operations, and is
used generally for hedging and tax purposes. The practice was the
subject of much difference of opinion during the congressional scrutiny
~vhieh led to passage of the Securities Exchange Act of 1934, a~nd at
]easg after each major downward plunge of market prices, its utility
and impact have been vigorously debated.

The Exchange Act made short selling subject to the full regulatory
power of the Commission. The current rules governing the practice
incorporate limited changes from the original. Short selling is al-
lowed only at a price above the last different one; also, short sales
must be marked "short" on the order slips. Various exemptions have
been made from the price requirements, the most important of which
are for arbitrage transactions. Exempt short sales are required by
the Exchange, with the concurrence of the Commission, to be marked
"short-exempt." The Special Study’s investigations suggest that there
is some laxness in the observation of the Commission’s short-exempt
rules, and that the records by which compliance may be checked are
not adequate.

The only data regularly compiled and published concerning short
sales are daily aggregate figures for all stocks on the New York and
American Stock Exchanges, and monthly figures on the short posi-
tions in certain stocks of the NYSE and in all securities of the Amex.
Analysis of such data permits only broad conclusions .about short sell-
ing practices. In recent years, such selling has varied from a low of
about 3 percent to a high of over 8 percent of total N¥SE share vol:
ume, dropping to the lower percentages as stock prices reach a peak and
advancing to the higher as prices approach their bottom levels. This
tendency for the ratio of short sales to increase as a market decline
progresses, which is attributable principally to increased short selling
by nonmembers, calls into question the classic argument that short
selling (because of later covering purchases) has a stabilizing in-
fluence during market declines.

Ordinarily, nonmembers’ round-lot short selling in the aggregate is
small compared with their total round-lot sales, especially toward the
end of a sustained rise, when the ratio tends to fall below 1 percent.
During market declines the ratio has risen to .around 2 to 5 percent,
while in the critical break of May 1962, the ratio rose to more than 4
percent and to almost 7 percent during the further decline in June.
The odd-lot short sales are quite small compared with round-lot short
sales during advancing markets, but rise, relatively, as the market
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dips downward; during the May-June decline, the ratio increased to
more than 6 percent.

Specialists do the greatest amount of short selling, partly because
their obligation to maintain fair and orderly markets frequently leads
them to make short sales. In recent years, their short selling ordi-
narily has represented 4:0 to 70 percent of total short sales. As a per-
centage of their own total sales, specialists’ short selling is predom-
inantly between 15 and 20 percent, and has a tendency to decrease
on market advances and to increase in market declines. Off-floor mem-
bers’ short sales represent 10 to 25 percent of total short selling, and
range predominantly from 8 to about 25 percent of their own total
sales. More markedly than specialists, they tend to decrease their
short activity on advances and to increase it on declines. :Floor
traders’ short selling accounts for only 2 to 10 percent of total short
selling. However, as a portion of their own total sales, floor traders’
short sales range predominantly from 5 to 15 percent, and--at least
relative to other members’ short sales--appear more volatile in their
rising in weak markets and falling in strong ones.

The number of stocks with relatively large short positions tends to
rise as the market declines and to fall as the market advances. In gen-
eral, however, the large short positions tend to be concentrated in no
more than 100 stocks including both the so-called "market leaders"
and the "trading favorites." This strong concentration of short sell-
ing in a relatively small number of stocks suggests that the aggregate
data used above, although useful to portray bro~d patterns, tend to
obscure the true significance of short selling. It is well established
that the price action of these stocks has a wide-ranging effect on stocks
in general. Because of the concentration of short selling in such
stocks_ therefore, the practice has a more telling influence on the
mark~; than is indicated by the aggregate statistics. Accordingly, it
is important to examine short selling with respect to individual stocks
and to pinpoint this selling, as much as possible, to specific instances
of time. For that purpose, reference was made primarily to short
selling in eight selected stocks during 14 selected days prior to, and
during the 3 days of, the market-break period in the last week of
May 1962.

Most of the eight stocks experienced a declining trend during the
period of the 14: selected days prior to the market break, and all of
them showed a decline during the latter part of the period. Yet short
selling in a number of instances rose to over 8 percent of total reported
sales, and in two stocks to over 30 percent. Contributing to this large
volume of short selling were varied factors, such as in the case of U.S.
Steel, the dispute wi~h the Government about steel prices, in a stock
such as Korvette, ~ general speculative interest, and in the case of
Avco, the specialized transactions of a few members.

Of t~h,e total shor_t selling in the eight stocks during the May ~8-31
mar~e~-~rea~ period, over 75 percent occurred in four of them, A.T. &
T., Avco, Korvette, and U.S. Steel, with the bulk ot~ such selling taking
place on the second and third days. Nevertheless, on the day of the
actual break, May 28, over 10,000 shares were sold short in each o~ 3
stocks and some short selling occurred in each of the remaining 5. In
the cases of both U.S. Steel and Korvette, short sales constituted over
16 percent of total sales. A detailed analysis of each of the eight
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stocks on May 9,8 reveals that much of the short selling came during
spells of decline. Creation of this extra supply of stock when the
market already was under heavy selling pressure undoubtedly con-
tributed to the downward movement. In addition, an awareness of
this augmented supply may well have tended to cause professionals
on the floor of the Exchange, including the specialists, to diminish
and withdraw their buying.

This emerging picture of a substantial volume of short selling in
prominent stocks during intervals of price weakness indicates the in-
adequacy of current rules to cope ~vith the harmful effect of short
selling which they were devised to prevent. The presence of extra
selling burdens during a market which is generally weak may be a
contributory factor during a period of market break. An important
aspect of the inadequacy of the current rules is their reliance upon a
"tick test," which goes on a "trade-to-trade" basis making short sell-
ing permissible at prices above the last preceding different price.
There is need for a rule of broader perspective, focusing not upon the
"trade-to-trade" situation but upon the underlying trend, so as to be
an effective limitation on short selling in a security when its market is
under extraordinary selling pressure. Before enactment of such a
.rule, its effects should be thoroughly explored to insure that it meets
its intended purpose without limiting the use of short selling in other
market conditions. There is need also for the Commission’s rules to
provide for rapid action to prohibit short selling in a particular se-
curity or in general, in emergency situations.

As has been indicated, the primary objectives of the current rules
are to prevent the use of short selling either to effectuate a "bear raid"
or to accelerate a declining trend. While the Special Study has not
uncovered any evidence of the use of short sales to spearhead a "bear
raid", it has concluded that short sales may contribute importantly to
accelerating the trend of a falling market. The present up-tick limita-
tion, complemented by one or some combination of changes such as
those suggested, would preserve those features of short selling that are
in the public interest.

The Special Study concludes and recommends:
1. The two series of data on short selling presently compiled

by the New York and American Stock Exchanges are inadequate
for regulation. The series are neither compatible nor are they
useful in indicating the degree of short selling in individual issues,
the effect of such selling on the price stability of a security, or
whether the provisions of the Commission’s rules are being ob-
served. Accordingly, the Exchanges should initiate systems of
reporting that will provide more frequent information on the
volume of short sales in particular stocks classified as between the
public and the principal classes of members. Monthly data on the
short interest should show corresponding information in the se-
lected individual stocks. In addition, consideration should be
given the feasibility of indicating exempt short sales and furnish-
ing information on the other types of short sales such as "against
the box," arbitrage, and hedging. The Commission also should
consider the extent to which short sales data should be reported
by other exchanges. The Commission should designate the in-
formation to be furnished to it on a regular basis, and should
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also determine the extent and type of short selling data to be
made available to the public.

2. It is difficult to determine the extent to which short sales are
being made on "minus" or "zero-minus" ticks in the guise of ex-
empted arbitrage transactions, but there is some indication that
advantage is being taken of this exemption. The stock exchanges
should examine current procedures for marking transactions as
"short-exempts" and institute checks to insure that this marking
is accurate, and thereafter the Commission should review and
evaluate the procedures adopted.

3. Present rules appear inadequate to relieve the added pressure
that short selling may create during a severe decline in the gen-
eral market or a declining price trend in a particular security.
Despite the rules, a relatively large volume of short selling oc-
curred in particular stocks, including "market leaders" and "trad-
ing favorites," during the period of decline preceding the market
break of May 28, 1962, and at critical junctures on that day, and
many additional opportunities existed when short selling could
have occurred. Accordingly, the present up-tick limitation should
be supplemented by a rule or rules designed to cope more effec-
tively with tbe potentially depressing effects of short selling dur-
ing price declines. While the Special Study is not prepared to sug-
gest the exact form of such rule or rules of general application,
among the possibilities to be considered would be: the prohibition
of short selling in a particular stock whenever its last sale price
was below the prior day’s low; or alternatively, whenever the last
sale price was a predetermined dollar amount or percentage below
a base price (e.g., the prior day’s close or low or the same day’s
opening) as specified in the rule; or instead, given the circum-
stances of such a decline, a limitation of short sales in any par-
ticular stock to a predetermined proportion of the amount of stock
available at the prevailing market. As a further precaution for
times of general market distress, the Commission’s rules should
provide for temporary banning of short selling, in all stocks or in
a particular stock, upon an appropriate finding by the Commission
of need for such action.

PART I. CO~[i~ISSION RATES

Stock exchange commission rates--the fees paid to a member of an
exchange for effecting transactions on the e~change--are established
by. rules of the respective exchar~ges, subject to review by ~be Com-
mission. Section 19(b) of the Exchange Act authorizes th.e Com-
mission to review~ and--if "necessary or appropriate for the protec-
tion of investors or to insure fair dealing in securities traded in upon
such exchange or to insure f~ir ~dministration of such exchange"--
to alter or supplement~ the rules of registered exchanges with respect
to the "fixing of reasonable rates of commission * * * " In examin-
ing the subject of co.remission rates the Special Stud~ has been con-
cerned, first~ with the structure of rates and the impact of that struc-
ture on the securities markets generally and~ second~ with the pro-
cedures and standards involved in the setting and review of rate levels.
I~ has not considered or evaluated specific commission rates~ past or
present.
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The NYSE nonmember rate schedule has been followed, with few
variat.ion.s, by the Amex and the regional exchanges. Since 194=7,
commlss~on rates have been based on the money involved per round
lot. The amount of the commission per round lot varies with the
value of the stock, but the schedule omits other possible differentia-
tions" all nonmembers, whether or not professionals in the securities
business, pay the same public commission rate (the Amex and some
of the regionals provide important exceptions here); the rate per
round lot is the same regardless of the number of round lots involved
in a transaction; and the rates include the cost of various services
provided by members to customers, ancillary to the basic brokerage
function.

Among the consequences of these characteristics have been the estab-
lishment of a variety of ad hoc practices designed to temper .the
rigidity of the schedule without violating the letter of the NYSE’s
ruleprohibitin~ g members from grantin, g commission rebates to non-
members. Some are aimed at special treatment of nonmember pro-
fessionals. Most important are the reciprocal arrangements between
NYSE members and nonmembers who are regional exchange members
(i.e., sole members) which permit NYSE members to reciprocate for
commission business given them by the nonmember by referrins other
commission business (often for stocks traded on both the NY~’E and
the regional exchange) on an agreed ratio, for transactions by the non-
member on the regional exchange. Of the 44:7 sole members of the
4= largest regional exchanges who reported to the study, 298 partici-
pated in such arrangements, 175 attributing a minimun~ of 20 percent
of their income to this source. Nonmember professionals forward-
ing business to NYSE members may also receive substantial special
services, extending beyond the usual services performed by Exchange
members for their public customers.

The absence of a block or volume discount in the schedule has
given rise to similar arrangements between NYSE members and
some of their larger customers, generally institutions. Members also
perform a wide variety of special services for such customers; these
include special research projects, installation and maintenance of
wires, and the development of sales ’and promotional services for
mutual funds. In addition to these services, block and volume in-
vestors-chiefly mutual funds (see also ch. XI.C)--are permitted 
direct reciprocal give-ups of commissions. This practice allows ~he
mutual fund to instruct its broker to give up a portion of the com-
mission to another broker in return for services which it has rendered
to the fund or, more usually, its underwriter or adviser. The regional
e.xchanges have been employed to channel such give-ups of commis-
stuns to their members and, in the cases of three o.f the regionals, to
certain classes of nonmembers who are members of the NASD.

The various practices designed to ~melior~te or avoid the impact of
the Exchange’s commission schedule have produced a variety of ques-
tionable consequences They have greatly complicated the adminis-
tration of the com~’ission schedule, requiring subtle and shifting
lines of distinction between prohibited rebates and permissible
arrangements. They have involved not only the. NYSE’s regulation
of the practices of its own members but also its relationship to other
exchanges. They bare, to some extent, clouded the cost data used to
~upport changes in commission rates. Two of these practices, the
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reciprocal commission arrangements and the give-ups of commissions,
have cre,~ted delicate conflict-of-interest questions. Despite these
consequences, the practices have not fully met the underlying needs,
and their failure to do so has spurred a diversion of trading volume
from the NYSE to other markets.4

Another structural characteristic of the NYSE’s nonmember eom-
mis~iolt s’chedule is its coverage of services performed by brokers in
a(-ldit.io,~ to the execution and clearance of transactions. " Such ancil-
la.ry services are generally not charged separately, and their cost is
included in the basic commission rate. The practice encourages com-
petitio~ among brokerage firms in the area of service, but it also
~tggravates the impact upon institutional investors of the absence of a
volume or block discount since they often do not require ancillary
services provided by brokers to other public customers.

From time to time the NYSE has considered possible solutions to
these major problems of rate structure but has rejected them. In
1953 a thorough overhaul of the rate structure proposed by a special
Exchange_ . . committee was re, pudiated by the membership (after
rewslon by the Exchange’s Board of Governors). In 1959 the Com-
mission announced that the Exchange had agreed to initiate study of a
block or volume discount, but the latter study was not commenced until
late 1962. It is essential that studies of the rate structure proceed with
dispatch and that attention be given to the many facets of the pro-
b]em affecting competitive markets as well as the Exchange, not from
tlae limited view of the Exchange (or groups of its members) but 
the greater public.interest involved.

Review of the level of commission rates presents at least equally
complex problems a.s those of rate structure. The unique character of
the security commission business precludes any blanket adoption of
standards employed in reviewing rates in other industries. Factors
shaping that character include (1) the multiplicity of firms (even
though the total is limited), (2) an em’atic and largely uncontrollable
volume factor, and (3) competition with other markets and other
media of investment.

The various changes in commission rate level which have taken
place since enactment of the Exchange Act have been explained on
the basis of a relationship, variously stated, between commission rates
on the one hand, and income, costs and profits, on the other. Impor-
taut questions are presented at every stage of the determination.
Thus, the basic operating data for the individual firm are reported on
an income and expense report, which was revised in 1961 as a result
of a cost study undertaken by the Exchange at the instance of the
Commission 2 years earlier. ~ghe present form is a notable improve-
ment over its predecessor but its ultimate usefulness in the review of
rates will depend on its being supplied by all firms rather than on a
voluntary basis and also on its adaptability in relation to criteria and
standards that remain to be more clearly articulated.

Whi]e the "profit" of the member firm from its security commission
business, as derived from the income and expense report, has been con-
sidered relevant to the setting of "reasonable" rates, its significance has
not been made clear : changes in the content of the term (for example,
including or excluding interest earned on customers’ debit balances

¯ See eh. VIII, D and ~ (pt. 2).
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in margin accounts) have given it different meaning at different times,
and dollar amounts have been converted to percents of commission
income without an indication of the significance of the result in
relation to professed objectives of "fair return" or the statutory
standard of reasonableness.

The multiplieity of firms complicates the determination of
"reasonable" rates in relation to income, cost, and profit data. One
type of question relates to whether data are to be eolnbined in respect
of all firms, "etticient" ones (however that term may be defined), 
any other grouping. Another relates to the types and amounts of costs
to be recognized, in a context of competition among firms and with
other markets and in light of the public interest in promoting a high
level of performance in the securities commission business. Further,
characteristic fluctuations of volume and the relatively high propor-
tion of fixed costs in the securities commission business add com-
plexities to the determination of "reasonable" rates applicable to a
rnultiplieity of firms.

Both the nature of the problem of arriving at "reasonable" rates
and the manner in which the rates are initially set by exchange rule
point to the importance of the Commission’s role of oversight to pro-
feet the public interest in this area. Improvements appear to be called
for in three respects. First.. there is need for more complete data to be
gathered on a continuous basis, relating not alone to the securities
commission operation but to its place in the economies of the securities
business generally. Unit cost and transaction data would be useful
for a proper understanding and evaluation of the rate structure. The
income and expense report should generally provide the information
necessary for application of such criteria of reasonableness as may be
adopted.

The second major desideratum is the public articulation by the Com-
mission of such criteria. This appears to be one of those "basic
matters" which calls for the "need of a more carefully articulated
enunciation of * * * views * * * in the interest of clarifying policy
not only to outsiders but to the Commission itself." 5 The goal is not
to strive for exactitude in satisfying a specific rate formula, but to
adjust divergent interests in accordance ~vith reasonable, objective
standards. A clear articulation and public expression of such stan-
d~trds by the Commission must be considered a major objective.

Finally, the procedure for the review of commission rates requires
strengthening. Under section 19 (b) of the Exchange Act, which de-
fines the relationship of the Commission and exchanges in this area, it
is possible for the Commission to be confronted by a commission rate
change, without previous notice, as an accomplished fact. This has
been ameliorated by agreement after the 1958 increase, but the impor-
tance and complexity of the Commission’s role require strengthening of
procedural arrangements with the exchanges and of the Cornmission’s
internal arrangements for fulfilling its role.

The Special Study concludes and recommends:
1. The present nonmember commission schedule of the New

York Stock Exchange does not take account of important dis-
tinctions such as (a) whether the nonmember is or is not a pro-

~3-B Sharfman, "The Interstate Commerce Commission," p. 764 (1931-37), quoted in
Friendly, "The Federal Administrative Agencies," p. 142 (1962).

’96-746---63--pt. 5--8
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fessional in the securities business, (b) the effect of volume of 
particular customer’s business (whether measured by size of
single orders or volume of orders over periods of time) on the
cost of serving that customer, and (c) a particular customer’s
use or nonuse of ancillary services covered by the commission
rate. Each of these aspects is far too complex in its own right
and too involved with other complex questions to be the subject
of specific recommendations of the study--indeed they are prob-
ably not capable of simple answers after longer study. The broad
conclusion can be reached, however, that they involve important
questions of pt~blic policy to which the Commission should ad-
dress more positive and continuous attention than it has hereto-
fore given.

2. Under the present rate structure of the New York Stock Ex-
change, members are required to charge the same minimum com-
missions to all nonmembers including nonmember broker-dealers,
with the result that a nonmember broker-dealer has no incentive
to bring business to the exchange except by resorting to one of
several complicated, and often artificial, devices that have been
created to provide indirect compensation. The Amex and various
regional exchanges, on the other hand, have forms of associate
memberships or special commission rates for specified categories
of nonmembers (including non-broker-dealers in some instances) 
and the availability of these measures on regional exchanges has
been the basis of some forms of reciprocity and the source of some
business on such exchanges. The advantages and disadvantages
of associate memberships and/or special nonmember commis-
sion rates, from the viewpoint of the NYSE and its members and
of the public interest, should be a subject of joint Commission-
Exchange study, particularly with reference to problems of com-
petition, depth of markets, and reciprocity.

3. The absence of any volume discount in the commission rate
structure of the NYSE has had the effect, among others, of in-
ducing mutual funds and their brokers to adopt various arrange-
ments to channel a portion of commissions paid by them for port-
folio transactions to other members and nonmember broker-deal-
ers as extra compensation for selling mutual fund shares. The
Commission announced in 1959, in connection with its considera-
tion of other aspects of NYSE commission rates, that the Ex-
change had agreed to undertake a study of a volume discount, but
it appears that such study was not begun until late in 1962. In
view of the public importance of the subject and the complexity
of the issues involved, the Commission itself should undertake
a broad study with the aid of or in conjunction with the exchanges
and other affected ingtitutions and parties.

4. The present nonmember commission rate of the NYSE does
not provide any reduction in commission for customers not desir-
ing or using the ancillary services usually included under the
commission schedule and thus gives added incentive to various
forms of reciprocity. As part of its general and longer range
studies in respect of commission rates, with the aid or in conjunc-
tion with the Exchange and other interested parties, the Com-
mission should consider the feasibility and desirability of (1) 
separate schedule of rates for the basic brokerage function and
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for ancillary services, or alternatively (2) a schedule of maximum
rates, or minimum-maximum rates, covering all services.

5. In relation to the brokerage business--a service business--
the term "reasonable" rates cannot have the same meaning as in
utility rate regulation involving a property base, yet there have
been no official expressions of its significance in the l~resent con-
text. While the determination of "reasonable" rates of commis-
sion is an extremely complex matter at best, objective standards
for measuring reasonableness could and should be more clearly
enunciated by the Commission. Among other questions in need
of clarification and definition of policy are: the extent to which
cost and income experience of more efficient firms, as distinguished
from "representative" firms, should be the basis of fixing "rea-
sonable" rates; the treatment of commission splitting or "give-
ups," when not compensating for services in connection with
brokerage transactions on the exchange; the inclusion or exclu-
sion of interest income on customers’ debit balances; the con-
cept of "fair return" and, in relation thereto, the appropriate
treatment of invested capital and of partners’ or stockholders’
compensation.

6. The income and expense report form of the NYSE in its
present form or as revised from time to time should be required
to be filed by all member firms doing a public commission busi-
ness and, with appropriate modification, by other categories of
member firms deriving income from member or nonmember com-
missions. Similar reporting should be instituted by the other prin-
cipal exchanges. The Commission should regularly receive copies
of such reports (with or without identification of firms) and
through this means and otherwise should keep advised of the
economics of the securities business insofar as relevant to the
fixing of reasonable rates of commission. Since volume of trad-
ing has important bearing on profitability and therefore on rea-
sonableness of commission rates, the Commission in conjunction
with the exchanges should seek to develop improved standards
and procedures to take account of significant changes in volume
from time to time. Consideration should also be given to the
feasibility of establishing unit costs for various components of
the brokerage function and ancillary services, as a further guide
in applying the "reasonable" standard on a continuing basis.

7. To place rate review by the Commission on a more orderly
and efficient basis, existing procedures should be modified to as-
sure that proposed changes in rates will be submitted to the Com-
mission adequately in advance of their proposed effectiveness;
and consideration should be given to the feasibility of providing
that, where an increase becomes effective pending the Commis-
sion’s review, refund or adjustment will be made in respect of
any part of the increase not ultimately approved.

8. While the odd-lot differential is theoretically an adjustment
of the price charged the customer’s broker rather than a com-
mission, in practical effect to the customer it is another element
of the cost of effecting a stock exchange transaction. Customers’
confirmations of odd-lot transactions should be required to show
separately the odd-lot differential and the brokerage commission.
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PART tl. AUTO:I~IATION--ITs NEEDS AND POSSIBILITIES

Technological innovations have been utilized increasingly in the
exchange markets. Some member firms have used automated techni-
ques to transmit orders from the point of origin to the floor of the
NYSE as well as in their own back office operations and in super-
vision. The clearinghouse of the NYSE uses electronic equipment to
great advantage and the Exchange’s unique "stock-watch" procedures
rely on these devices for surveillance purposes. The Midwest Stock
Exchange has pioneered in the development of centralized bookkeep-
ing for its members.

However, despite the N¥SE’s interest in automation, as signified
by the establishment of its Department of Operational Planning and
Development in 1960, progress with respect to exchanges’ trading
mechanisms has not been impressive. The possibilities of modern
technology may go beyond mechanical arrangements and involve such
functional matters as the execution of some orders from off the floor.
This does not mean that possible changes of this kind are necessarily
desirable but it suggests that they ought to be objectively explored
and evaluated. The public, through the Commission, has an interest
in such exploration.

Other possibilities for the fruitful use of automated techniques may
lie in the accumulation of reliable, comprehensive and current market
data. At present the Exchange and member firms file many periodic
reports on a variety of subjects, each of which is designed for a specific
purpose. The processing of these reports does not make use in any
substantial degree of modern data processing techniques. Also, since
the reports cover different periods and are differently designed, the
information they contain cannot be integrated to present a compre-
hensive picture of market trends or current transactions.

As a particular problem, improvement is needed in the reliability
and completeness of volume data. Various studies have shown that
such data are unreliable and incomplete under the present reporting
systems. Furthermore, much information is lost aL the time- order~
are executed which would be valuable for market surveillance and
other purposes. The automated reporting procedures recently an-
nounced by the N¥SE will not result in more accurate reporting or
the preservation of more data than under the present system.

The Special Study concludes and recommends:
1. Automation, in the form of electronic communicating and

data processing devices, seems certain to have an increasingly
important impact on exchanges as trading markets and as self-
regulatory agencies in various ways. For example, in connection
with the handling of odd lots, reference is made to the discussion
and recommendations of part E of this chapter; and in connection
with surveillance of specialists’ activities, reference is made to
the discussion and recommendations of part D of this chapter.
The potential impact of automation in these and other respects is
affected with a public interest and the Commission has a present
and continuing responsibility to be informed of developments
and potential developments in this area.

2. The NYSE should promptly undertake to revise its floor
reporting procedures so that volume data will be complete and
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accurate. In this connection the Exchange’s recently announced
automation procedures should be restudied with the view to ob-
taining and preserving more market data at the time orders are
executed than is presently the case.

3. The Commission and each of the major exchanges should
jointly undertake studies of the periodic reports filed by member
firms with the respective exchanges and by the latter with the
Commission, with a view to simplifying and coordinating the re-
ports and maximizing their usefulness. Also, they should jointly
consider possibilities for developing and coordinating their auto-
mation programs in such a manner as to fulfill the needs of each
with maximum effectiveness and minimum burdens, duplication,
and expense.



CHAPTER VII

OVER-THE-COUNTER MARKETS

The term "over the counter" encompasses all business in securities
that is not done on an organized exchange. This definition is sufficient
to suggest two of the most important characteristics of over-the-
counter markets: first, their diffuseness--the absence of a centralized
marketplace and the resulting strong dependence on dealer participa-
tion and on communication systems ; and, second, their heterogeneity--
the variety of securities, participants, and practices that results from
their being a residual category encompassing "all other," i.e., all
nonexchange, business in securities.

The heterogeneity of the over-the-counter markets is stressed .at
many places in this chapter. It means, among other things, that gen-
eralities in description are difficult and sometimes dangerous, and that
recommendations that may be essential in some sectors may be unnec-
essary or inapplicable in others. As in other parts of the report,
more attention is necesarily concentrated in this chapter on problem
areas than on areas of achievements and strength. Where, for example,
there is discussion of diligence in obtaining best executions, it is not to
be overlooked that many firms scrupulously discharge their obligations
in this regard. Where there is discussion of varying costs of execu-
tion, it is not to be overlooked that within the indicated range of
variations most transactions are handled on an agency basis with
disclosed commissions or on a principal basis within the guidelines of
the NASD markup policy. By the same token, however~ there are
significant deviations and problems in these and other respects, and
it is to these that attention needs to be given. With the hope of bring-
ing marginal performance closer to the level of the best performance
and generally improving the functioning of over-the-counter markets
in the interest of investors, a number of different types of measures
are recommended below.

1. NATURE AND GROWTt~[ OF 0VER-THE-COUNTER ~V[ARKETS

In recent years the volume of over-the-counter trading has grown
dramatically. In 1961, the dollar volume of stock sales in the over-
the-counter markets was approximately eight times as great as in
1949. This increase in growth was acompanied by an increase in the
number of issues traded in the over-the-counter markets--issues which
varied widely among themselves in numerous respects.

Broker-dealer participation as principal is more conspicuous and
important in the over-the-counter markets than in exchange markets.
There is a significant dichotomy between the wholesale (or interdealer)
market and the retail (or public) market, but with important inter-
action between them. The broker-dealer firms doing business in the
over-the-counter markets may be broadly classified into wholesale
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dealers, retail dealers, and integrated firms. Wholesale dealers buy
and sell selected securities for their own account, dealing with other
broker-dealers. :Retail firms execute purchases and sales with or
for public customers by dealing with wholesale dealers. Integrated
firms conduct both retail and wholesale activities. Any given firm
conducting wholesale or interdealer business, whether classifiable as a
wholesale or integrated firm, conducts such business with respect to
only a fraction of all over-the-counter secumtms. Ihus an integrated
firm may strictly be regarded as such only in respect of securities in
which it makes an interdealer market ; if it does retail business in other
securities, it does so in the capacity of a retail rather than an integrated
firm as here described.

The professional participation of the wholesale dealer (including
the integrated firm acting as wholesale dealer) is necessitated by the
absence of a central location for the collection, matching and execu-
tion of orders. By announcing his willingness to buy and sell for his
own account, he makes it possible for a member of the public to dispose
of securities without himself attempting to locate an ultimate public
buyer, and for a buyer to acquire shares without searching out the
ultimate public seller. By performing this intermediary function
the wholesale dealer lends marketability to securities traded over the
counter;and to the extent that he purchases or sells on balance for
his own account, his participation adds depth to the market.

Over-the-counter business is done by a large number of broker-
dealer firms but volume is concentrated in a relatively small percent-
age of broker-dealers both at the wholesale level and the retail level.
The retail concentration features a predominance of NYSE member
firms, which account for more than half of the dollar volume in cor-
porate stocks. Many NYSE members also act as wholesale over-the-
counter dealers in corporate stocks but in this area nonmember firms
do a greater volume. In fact, seven of the nine largest wholesale
dealers are not members of the NYSE.

2. WHOLESALE :I~IARKETS

Trading in the over-the-counter markets necessitates extensive com-
munication among firms. In recent times communication facilities
have been vastly expanded and improved; there now is a large net-
work of connecting links between individual firms in the over-the-
coun.ter markets, w~th New York City in many cases acting as a com-
mumcation center. Many of these communication links are private
lines in which the firms on either end are known as correspondents
of one another and have established a course of doin~ business with
each other. Communications systems now permit dealers to keep
rapidly, informed of market situations and also permit facile and in-
expensive contact by broker-dealers throughout the country with other
broker-dealers.

The qualifications of individual traders conducting wholesale trad-
ing for broker-dealer firms vary widely throughout the industry.
They are compensated in different ways, in some eases being paid a
straight salary while in others receiving a percentage of the profits
resul’iing from their trading activities. Traders may be responsible
for han.d.ling anywhere from a few to more than 80 stocks. In general~
superv~mon of traders is quite limited.
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Wholesale dealers commence trading primarily because .of the ex-
pectation of activity. When activity falls off, the wholesale firm may
lose interest and discontinue trading unless it feels an obligation as a
matter of good business practice to continue to provide a market for
customers to whom the security has been sold by the firm itself, its
correspondents, or other firms with which it does significant business.
Some firms, particularly integrated ones, make markets in securities
as an aftermath of serving as managing underwriter of a public offer-
ing, in which case a continuing obligation of "sponsorship" may be
felt. Some firms may commence to make markets upon the promise
of reciprocal business or the grant of options or cheap s~ock by under-
writers or issuers, which may result in a deceptive appearance oi’
broadness of the market and may create incentives and possibilities
for manipulation.
¯ Once having commenced trading, the market maker’s performance
~s governed b.y. competitive considerations in many situations and by
general prows~ons against fraud and manipulation in all~ but is sub-
ject to fe~v specifically defined obligations or restrictions. Some firms
feel that the function of the wholesale dealer is simply to make a profit
by adjusting to supply and demand and reflecting the market’s opinion.
Othe/s assert that the wholesale dealer has an obligation to maintain
,~ fair and orderly market. Most members o~ the industry would re-
gard a good wholesale market as one in which firm two-way quotations
are maintained by several competing dealers, spreads between bid and
asked prices are reasonably narrow, quotations are "good" ~or a sub-
stantial number of shares~ and price fluctuations are kept to a mini-
mum. The extent to which these criteria are met in practice is subject
to wide variation, however, primarily because o~ the wide differences
iu securities and participants in over-the-counter markets, and also
because such pertinent regulatory standards as exist, e.g., the NASD’s
standards regarding fictitious quotations or "backing away" from pre-
sumably firm quotations, have not been supplemented by adequate
surveillance and enforcement measures.

The ultimate safeguard for the integrity of interdealer markets is
often said to be the factor of competition among dealers. Where com-
petition does exist among several or many dealers, as in the more
prominent and active stocks, each competing dealer tends to make a
closer market. Moreover, because of the diversities in positions, re-
sources, and expectat’ions among dealers, there may be an even smaller
spread between the highest bid and lowest offer in the total market
for a security. Thus, competition presents both an opportunity and
an obligation for the customer’s broker to obtain, upon the exercise
of reasonable diligence and care, considering the kind and size of the
order, the best market ~or the customer.

The very breadth and variety of over-the-counter markets means,
however, that they include many securities for which at any given
time only one or two dealers at most are actively making a market,
so that the factor of competition is minimal or nonexistent. More-
over~ the appearance of several dealers’ active interest in a security
may not be a reliable indication of a competitive market, either be-
cause most of them are in fact appearing for one and thus making a
single market or because "holding hands" or similar practices may
restrain actual competition. Regulatory measures appropriate for
genuinely competitive markets may thus be quit~ inappropriate or
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inadequate for those where competition is lacking, whether this fact
is readily apparent or is disguised under an appearance of competi-
tion. A minimum need is to provide better means for the investor
and the regulatory agencies to distinguish the latter situations.

The problems of the noncompetitive market partially overlap with
those arising out of the role of the integrated firm--the firm which
actively engages in both wholesale and retail dealing in a security.
There is considerable variation in concepts and practices as to the
relationships between wholesale and retail activities in integrated
firms, but there are typically two characteristic features that differ-
entiate the integrated firm from either the "pure" wholesale or ex-
clusively retail firm. First, the integrated firm may and often does
use its retail department as an outlet for disposing of inventory posi-
tions resulting from trading; in other words, nnlike the pure whole-
sale firm it is not limited to using its interdealer quotations and trans-
actions to adjust positions but may conduct its wholesale trading with
the expectation of disposing of positions "away from" the wholesale
market through retail channels. Second, retail transactions, particu-
larly on customers’ purchases, are likely to be on a principal basis out
of inventory with the customer frequently acting on the dealer’s
reco~nmendation. The potential conflict of interest inherent in the
dual role, although normal in all merchandising activities including
the securities business, may present particular difficulty where, as
frequently occurs, the integrated firm is especially active in the im-
mediate after-market of an underwriting which it has managed, or
where it is the sole or dominant market maker in an issue at any later
stage. Existing requirements or disclosures to retail customers at
the time of solicitation and in confirmations do not appear adequate
in light of possibilities of abuse.

The wholesale dealer is frequently used by institutional investors
in handling large distributions and acquisitions in the over-the-counter
markets. The dealer’s ability to handle such transactions is partly a
result of the fact that other broker-dealers may be expected to. channel
their inquiries to it and deal on the basis of its quotations, so that the
price impact of even a large transaction often may be kept to a mini-
mum. There is considerable flexibility in methods of handling dis-
positions of blocks, reflecting the fact that various merchandising and
distribution methods are available in the over-the-counter mnrkets.
There is also evidence that some regulatory requirements that might
appear to be applicable, particularly in respect of making a m~trket
while handling a block disposition, are often not observed and pre-
sumably not understood to apply.’

During the early months of 1962, preceding the severe market break
at the end of May, some wholesale dealers discontinued certain of
their markets, particularly in speculative issues, and there was a
general tendency among wholesale dealers to reduce inventories, to
quote wider spreads, and to reduce the "size" of the quoted market o~-
quote only on a "subject" basis. During the actual market break days
th~ latter tendencies ~vere sharply accentuated, partly as the resul~
of communication difficulties. The inability of m~ny wholesalers to
perform in anything like their normal fashion apparently reduced

¯ See the recommendations in oh. IV.B and C with respect to clarification of the applica-
tion of rule lob-6.
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the level of liquidity in the over-the-counter markets to a substantial
degree.

Wholesale over-the-counter markets are generally characterized by
an absence of specific regulatory standards governing the conduct of
trading. The commencement and termination of trading activity, the
kind of markets maintained, the extent of participation by market
makers, the supervision and compensation of traders and other mat-
ters of crucial import depend mostly upon the varying economic inter-
ests and business practices and standards of individual firms rather
than specific regulatory standards. It is not meant to suggest that
uniform or detailed standards would be feasible or appropriate for all
of these matters, but it would seem that greater attention should be
given to this general subject by the hTASD and the Commission, in
some respects immediately and in others on a longer range basis.

Wholesale dealers advertise their buying or selling interests in se-
curities by placing quotations in wholesale quotation systems. As
recognized by Congress in section 2 of the Exchange Act, there is a
vital public interest in the fairness and integrity of quotation systems,
both wholesale and retail. At present, there is one significant whole-
sale quotation system, operated privately, possessing monopoly power,
and subject to no direct regulation. It is operated by the National
Quotation Bureau, Inc., and consists of daily mimeographed "sheets"
containing listings for each security of wholesale bid and asked quo-
tations (or in some instances merely indications of interest on one or
both sides of the market, ~vithout price) supplied by subscribing
broker-dealers who elect to do so for any security. The sheets are.
generally available only to subscribing broker-dealers, but some banks
and investment advisers are subscribers and some institutions and
other sophisticated investors have ready access through broker-dealers.

The Bureau exercises final control over who may enter quotations,
and thus~ in large degree, over who may do wholesale business in the
over-the-counter markets; what minimum capital may be needed to
do such business; what securities may be listed; and what kind of
listings may be made. The Bureau appears to have operated with a
c.onscientious regard for the responsibility which its function and
dominant position entail. It investigates the past business history of
those who wish to insert quotations and requires that applicants have
a certain minimum capi~tal commitment to the business. It reserves
~:he right to cancel a subscription for inserting nongenuine listings or
t or engaging ~n "any unethical business pract{~e" and ~t ~s understood
that the insertion of suspect listings has played a tacit part in some
cancellations. Finally, the Bureau has cooperated with the Commis-
sion by turning over evidence of misuse of its facilities. In short,
while hampered by insufticient authority and procedures, the Bureau
has sought in various ways to insure the integrity and reliability of
the sheets.

Experience and study indicate that scrupulous and well-intentioned
efforts of the Bureau are not enough. In case after case broker-
dealers have abused the wholesale quotation system through inserting
fictitious quotations in connection with "boiler-rooming" worthless
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securities to the public. 2 Fictitious quotations have been inserted in
the sheets to give an illusory value of stock to be pledged or to be distri-
buted to the public in a registered offering. Some schemes have been
utterly lacking in subtlety : quotations even of nonexistent companies
have on occasion slipped by the Bureau’s controls. M:oreover~ in
significant ways the quotations published by the Bureau are not as
informative as they could and should be. For example, the Bureau
does not require a designation of the fact that one broker-dealer is
quoting on behalf of another. This has resulted in exploitation for
manipulative purposes, although there are legitimate uses also. Its
significance in manipulation cases~ its separability from other prob-
lems~ and its ease of correctio.n~ make it a matter which should be
acted upon at once. Furthermore, the quotations of the Bureau do
not indicate whether a company is in bankruptcy or furnish other
highly pertinent data about it, and despite the efforts of the Bureau
many companies quoted have been liquidated, dissolved, or merged
without notation of this fact in the sheets.

While the Bureau has acted conscientiously, it is anomalous, in
markets so affected with a national public interest that it is "necessary
to provide ~or regulation and control of * * * transactions and of
practices and matters related thereto~" ~ that private hands hold such
crucial powers ~vithout public regulation or review. In exercising
these powers, the Bureau has inevi.tably had to leave much undone be-
cause of its limited authority as ~ private body. It is true that many
of the problems that it has faced have not been merely matters of
whole.sale quotations~ but rather, aspects of wider problems that have
come m the wake of the enormous growth of over-the-counter markets.
The end result~ in any event, is that a crucial feature of the over-the-
counter markets--indeed , their nerve center--has had inadequate
controls.

Recent electronic developments leading to the possibility of compet-
ing systems, and the fact that the Bureau will eventually pass into
other hands, only serve to emphasize the need for regulation. The
power that lies in running a wholesale quotation system for the entire
over-the-counter market is far too important to the industry, to in-
vestors and to the economy, to be entrusted to. the hazards of changing
ownership or management. There are many ways in which major
harm to the integrity of the market could be accomplished by the entry
of an unscrupulous operator of a quotations system, and there is no
assurance that competition among private .systems would be competi-
tion for higher standards of performance ~n the public interest.

The study of wholesale quotations points also to the necessity for a
greater recognition o~ responsibility on the part of the NASD. As
the self-regulatory agency for the over-the-counter markets, the NASD
should at least maintain continuous surveillance and supervision over

¯ In a statement to the study, the then chairman of the NASD’s Boar~ of Governors
indicated that the Bureau has not been able to deal with abuses by certain broker-dealers~ :

"I would, like to broaden your statement. You mentioned a while back certain under-
writers, I think we shoul~4 also i~elude boile~ sl~.~)p types who have operated in~ New York
in the last 5 years. :Many of, their quotations we know were not very accurate. ¢This is a
bit hard to supervise, and I do not think that Walker is able to supervise that. iSometimes
these operators go in the sheets for another and quote a market 9½ to 10--but if you want
to sell any stock at 9~& you can’t do it. Any time that has come up we have called Walker
and tried to rectify the situation."

The chairman of the National Quotations Committee also indicated doubts about the
Bureau’s ability to cope with the tasJa.

~ Exchange Act, sec. 2.
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the members’ use of wholesale quotation systems. The task ot~ regu-
lating and policing wholesale quotations might be eased considerably
if the bIASD itself were to operate the system. However, regardless
of the role the NASD may in the future take with regard to whole-
sale quotation systems, such systems are at the heart of the over-the-
counter markets and an appropriate regulatory scheme should be
established vesting legal re.sponsibility and authority in the operators
of such systems and supervisory controls in the Commission.

3. RETAIL ]~ARKETS

A broker-dealer may act as either principal or agent when dealing
with ~ public customer. The study’s data show that the majority of
over-the-counter transactions of public customers in corporate stocks
are handled on an agency basis but that institutions tend to deal on a
principal basis to a greater extent than individuals. The proportion
of agency transactions in individual stocks tends to decrease as one
moves from less active to more active stocks. On the study’s sample
day there were approximately three times as many firms which acted
only on an agency basis in transactions with public customers as there
were firms acting only on a principal basis; and for purchases by in-
dividuals there was no tendency for small firms to act more frequently
on a principal basis than large firms.

Firms with inventory positions in a stock usually act as principal
when handling customer orders. This tendency appears to be more
pronounced in sales to customers than in purchases from them. In
general, the public has a greater volume of transactions with firms
which do not have inventories in the particular security than with
firms which do.

As seen above, competition in the wholesale markets tends to result
in narrower interdealer spreads, while diversities among wholesale
dealers may often result in differences in price for either a purchase
or a sale of a given security at a given time. For the investor to re-
ceive the advantages of diversity and competition, his broker must
check markets or "shop around" pursuant to his obligation to obtain
the best price discoverable in the exercise of reasonable diligence. The
results of diligently checking markets and negotiating for customers is
apparently reflected in the generally more favorable executions re-
ceived by institutions and broker-dealers who buy and sell in larger
amounts and who may be assumed to expect diligent executions.
While the NASD and the Commission have broadly recognized the
principle of bes~ execution, there has been little delineation through
explicit standards of what it is supposed to mean in practice except
insofar as individual firms have established standards for their own
personnel. Less favorable executions may be caused in particular
instances by u failure to check markets~ by channeling of business to
certain firms on the basis of reciprocal obligations or patterns of doing
business, by indifference, incompetence, o) venality-of older clerks~
or by the practice of interpositioning which in many cases involves
an unwarranted payment to a third firm interposed by the retail firm
between itself and the market maker.

The size of markups (or markdowns) in principal transactions and
commissions in agency transactions is not governed by a fixed schedule
in the over-the-counter markets. The spread between net prices paid
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and net prices realized by public customers appears to be largely re-
lated to whether the transactions are executed on a principal or agency
basis. Customers placing similar orders for the same security under
similar wholesale market conditions may have significantly different
costs of execution depending upon the type of firm executing the order
~tnd how the firm handles it.

Principal markups ordinarily run higher than agency commissions
and they are even higher in so-called riskless transactions (where the
dealer sells as principal to his customer and concurrently buys the
security sold), which constitute a substantial proportion of retail
transactions by dealers as principal. One effect of using the prin-
cipal form in what is essentially an agency execution is that the
broker-dealer’s cost and his markup are not disclosed. Not only does
the customer typically pay more in a riskless transaction than he would
in an agency execution, but he also usually pays more than he would
pay in a principal transaction with a firm having a position.

The use of a higher markup in principal transactions has tradi-
tionally been justified by the fact that the firm is taking an ownership
risk, but this obviously does not apply to the riskless transaction.
Another justification has been that a higher markup is necessary to
cover the expenses involved in making retail sales of over-the-counter
securities, including both costs of solicitation and costs of research.
However, where principal dealing would appear more justifiable on
these grounds--namely, in the case of small~ inactively traded issues--
agency transactions are somewhat more prevalent than elsewhere.
Moreover, as noted above, the study’s data show no greater tendency
toward principal executions among firms doing low volumes of busi-
ness (presumably those with higher proportional expenses) than
among those with higher volumes.

The retail quotation system for over-the-counter securities, spon-
sored by the NASD, is closely related to the problem of retail execu-
tions, both as cause and consequence. The present system involves
publication of a single "bid" and "asked" quotation for each security

~eSte.d, t.he for.mer usually b_eing the ins_ide bid as supplied by a single
aler ~or each security and the latter being the inside offer supplie,d,

by the same dealer but adjusted upward under a "rule of thumb’
generally predicated on the NASD-markup policy discussed below
The inside quotations are not necessarily supplied’by an actual mar"
ket maker and frequently do not reflect the best inside market. As
adjusted, they characteristically show a 7- to 10-percent spread be-
tween bid and asked and do not necessarily reflect the "range" within
which retail transactions have actually occurred.

The NASD has stated that the supervision of retail quotations
properly an industry obligation ~nd responsibility. ’’~ Pursuant to
this conviction the NASD has been successful in substantially elimi-
nating the former practice whereby individual firms supplied news-
paper quotations under their own bylines and in reducing the ex-
cessive spreads that often appeared prior to its assumption of responsi-
bility in this area. However, the NASD has not succeeded in creating
a quotations syste~n that can be regarded as sufficiently reliable, in-
formative or objective. A long history of discussing and revising the
system and of rewording the explanatory legend has produced what
appears to the Special Study to be an indefensible result: a "quotation"

¯ NASD Manual, G-58.
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sys.tem that quotes neither actual bids and offers nor a range of actual
prmes. Such a system must be confusing if not deceptive to many in-
vestors~ quite apart from the explanatory masthead that appears in
some newspapers~ and may be even more misleading with that mast-
head, which fails to explain what the terms "bid" and "asked" mean~
and ties them confusingly to a price "range" as if they related to a
"high" and "low" in a trading day.

The heart of the difficulty stems from the NASD~s statement that
the system is "desi~o~ned * * * to assist retail dealers in selling [em-
phasis in original] securities as principal [emphasis supplied]." Such
assistance to retail dealers takes the form of showing a substantial
ra.nge between the "bid" and "asked’--terms which are themselves
m~snomers. Within that range, sales to customers may be made on
"net" basis without guidance as to the inside trading market and with-
out disclosure of the amount of markup or even that any markup is
involved. It should be noted that~ under present practices~ a majority
of over-the-counter purchases by individuals are executed on an agency
basis and with disclosure of the cost of execution. However~ the fact
that a customer always has the right to purchase on an agency basis
and that securities can ordinarily be bought at less than the published
"asked" price is not universally understood. In these circumstances
the system encourages the handling of purchase transactions on a
principal "riskless" basis~ with increased cost to the customer~ and
provides no basis for evaluating the quality of executions.

Moreover~ the NASD and many of its. members have consistently
opposed the release of wholesale quotations to the general public, yet
institutions and other favored investors have gained regular access
to the sheets through NASD members. This situation has prevailed
despite the policy expressed in section 15A(b)(7) of the Exchange
Act, that an association’s rules "are not [to be] designed to permit
unfair discrimination between customers * * * "

A standard justification ~or the present system is to the effect that
the public would misunderstand any other system~ but it may not be
assumed that the over-the-counter markets can function only by with-
holding what in other contexts is deemed essential information. The
NASD and other industry organizations can and should undertake
further efforts to educate the public as to the mechanisms of the over-
the-counter markets~ in this and other respects. While a change ~rom
the present quotation system may create special need for educational
forts, it is believed that little explanation will be needed for u system
which does not hold itself out to be something more than or different
from what it is in fact.

There may be various appropriate substitutes for the present system
The evolution of electronic techniques may substantially increase the"
possibilities but change should not be deferred. There should be a
system of publishing~ for the. use of the general public, the best bid
and the best asked price quotations of primary market makers appear-
ing in the wholesale sheets~ with an indication of the number of market
makers. Such publication should be accompanied by an appropriate
masthead such as :

The following prices are dealers’ (wholesale) bid and asked prices as of (the
time of compilation). Retail transactions ordinarily may involve a markup, 
markdown, or a brokerage commission, which may result in higher costs of pur-
chases or lower proceeds from sales than the quoted dealers’ prices.
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In regard to quotations which do not appear on any national or
regional list: the NASD. has recently authorized closer supervision over
local quotations committees. While the role of such committees may
be diminished or modified in the future, to ~vhatever extent they con-
tinue to function, the need for closer national supervision is clearly
indicated. There is also need to make the Cmnmission’s responsibilty
and authority over the NASD’s quotations activity as clear as its role
with respect to broker-dealers’ use of quotations.

The markup policy of the NASD, on which principal reliance is
now placed to protect the public against overreaching in retail prices,
is closely related to the retail quotation system in its history and con-
cept. While the Commission has originally proposed a disclosure
approach for dealing with unreasonable markups--an approach nor-
really considered less drastic than substantive regulation--the NASD
opposed disclosure and turned instead to a regulatory solution. In
the administration and enforcement of the markup policy, there ap-
pears to be considerable confusion and misunderstanding as to when
the base of computation is the dealer’s own contemporaneous cost and
when it is the prevailing wholesale offer. Its enforcement depends
on postsurveillance in the course of routine inspections of NASD
member firms. Such inspections take place on an approximate 3-
year cycle and include making a computation of markups on a sample
of each firm’s transactions.
, The NASD markup policy has served an important purpose in pre-

~ enting excessive spreads in retail quotations and in setting outer
limits of permissible retail pricing. However, it does not meet the
needs of investors for additional disclosures about the trading markets,
on the basis of which informed decisions and evaluations may be
made.

The Commission’s regulation of over-the-counter markets has re-
lied essentially on the fraud provisions of the Securities Act and the
Exchange Act. In rules and administrative proceedings pursuant to
these provisions the Commission has defined obligations inherent in
doing business with public customers. This approach has been most
successful in dealing with flagrant situations. It puts emphasis on
disclosure in limited circumstances, expanded in recent cases, but still
falls short of providing the full protection needed by investors in
over-the-counter nmrkets. The basic need of the investor in such
mar.kets, which neither the NA~D’s markup policy nor the Co.m~nis-sion~s use of its fraud powers has adequately provided, is for timely
disclosure of information useful in appraising the quality of markets
and the quality of executions--information that is needed no less than
iuformation relevant to the quality of the securities themselves.

4. AUTO~I:ATION

Automation has only slightly touched the over-the-counter markets,
present uses being largely concentrated in servicing back office opera-
tions. Recent, rapid ad~,ances in technology now offer the prospect
o f major new applications in over-the-counter markets, in t-he handling
of quotations and otherwise.

It appears to be technically feasi’ble to use a central computer to
record and report interdealer quotations for some or all over-the-
counter securities on a continuous basis. In addition to providing a
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method for instantaneously determining best quotations, such a sys-
tem might provide wholly new means of matching buy and sell orders
and even ’accomplishing their execution in some circumstances. The
same system might be used for reporting and storing actual transac-
tion information, thus for the first time making price and volume
data available on a curren~ and continuous basis.

The possibilities of ~utomation are of great importance to the in-
dustry itself, because of the potential for improved efficiency and
economy. They are of at least equally great importance to the pub-
lic, because of the potential for solution of basic problems that have
historically characterized both the operation and regulation of over-
the-counter marke~s.

5. NEEDS OF THE OVER-TI-IE-COUNTER :M:ARKETS

The over-the-counter market,s are large and ilnportant, they are het-
erogeneous and diffuse, they are still relatively obscure and even
mysterious for most investors, and they are also comparatively un-
regulated. These characteristics are not unrelated: The obscurity
stems in part from the markets’ very size, variety, and diffuseness,
while the relative lack of regulations reflects a failure to keep pace
with their growth and change since enactment of the original secu-
rities laws plus the difficulty of encompassing their wide variety in
uniform regulatory measures.

An important step toward better understanding and regulation
would be better identification .and classification of what is involved in
these markets--what securities, what broker-dealers, what practices.
With appropriate identification and classification of components it
should become feasible to devise substantive measures appropriate for
particular categories, rather than uniform and undifferentiated meas-
ures that inevitably must be inappropriate for some categories in the
total over-the-counter markets. These comments apply both to the
variety of securities traded in over-the-counter markets and the variety
of broker-dealer participants and their functions and practices.

Most over-the-counter securities presently live in an entirely differ-
ent regulatory world from exchange-listed securities, even though
many of them are quite indistinguishable from many securities in
the other world and bear almost no resemblance to others in their own.
To provide more logical differentiations, it is recommended in chap-
ter IX that there be a defined group of over-the-counter securities
(there referred to as "OTC listed") 5 which would be treated sub-
stantially like exchange-listed securities, rather than like other over-
.the-counter securities, for purposes of reporting, proxy soliciting and
insider trading. By the same token, this category would be identified
and recognized for various purposes relevant to this present chapter
and chapter III.B (selling practices). Similarly, it is recommended
in chapter X that separate categories of over-the-counter securities
be recoguized, and treated more like exchange-listed securities than
like other over-the-counter securities, for purposes of extension of
credit by broker-dealers and banks.

~ Subsequent to the publication of ch. IX it has been suggested that the particular
designation of "OTC listed" would be an unfortunate one because of possible confusion with
"listed" (on a stock exchange). If this is deemed a valid objection, an alternative designa-
tion could, readily be found (e.g., "OTC special," "OTC disclosure list," "OTC registered,"
"OTC public") without impairing the principle that there sho~uld be a special designation.

96-746---63--pt. 5--9
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Similar needs exist with respect to broker-dealer participants in
the over-the-counter marketswneeds for clearer identification of those
making markets for particular securities and for a degree of categoriza-
tion of the markets. Some 3~300 separate broker-dealers have reported
(in Questionnaire OTC-3) doing some kind of over-the-counter bus-
iness (apart from those exclusively in mutual funds~ municipals and
governments, and other specialized categories). The study has found
that in over-the-counter markets broker-dealers advertised interests
in at least 14,000 corporate stock issues (see ch. IX.B), and there 
little information as to the real nature, composition or operation of
the market in any security at any time. It is not much of an exag-
_~eration to say that a special study, or at least a special market quiz~
~’s needed to lind out exactly which dealers are engaging in transac-
tions-and if so, in what volumes, at what prices, and in what man-
ner--in any particular security during a particular period. Because
of the large numbers and varieties of securities and participants in-
volved, the nature of the market for any particular security and the
reasonable expectation of investors in such security, as well as the
needs and possibilities for protection of investors, are intimately re-
lated to the number and identity of dealers making an interdealer
market in such security.

Establishing a continuous system of identifying "primary market
makers’--those dealers who have undertaken to make an independent
market for a particular security at any given time--would enable
other broker-dealers, the public, the NASD and the Commission to
know what kind and how competitive a market exists for such security
and where to turn for active market interest, for reliable interdealer
quotations and for information as to actual volumes and prices. In
addition, regulatory authorities would have an established source of
information as to commencement of trading in unregistered issu~s, as
to sources of buying and selling in critical periods, as to significant
long and short positions, and similar matters; and members of the
industry would have more solid knowledge of where to turn for the
working out of abnormal transactions~ handling of limit orders~ and
other special situations.

Beyond this data-supplying function~ a system of continuous classi-
fication and identification would serve as a basis for whatever degree
of further regularization and regulation of over-the-counter markets
may seem warranted~ now or in the futur% in what should be a con-
tinuing effort to improve and strengthen such markets generally. In
order to have a reasonable basis for selectively applying and enforc-
ing appropriate standards~ the necessary starting point is a reliable
means of differentiating markets according to the number of inde-
pendent market makers and of identifying those market makers.

While the establishment of such a system of identifying primary
market makers should be a goal of high priority~ certain reforms of
over-the-counter mechanisms and practices can and should be under-
taken whether or not such a system is established. Likewis% although
developments in automation would tend to facilitate some of these
reforms and might tend to make others academic, the reforms can and
should be undertaken regardless of the manner or pace of applying
automation in the over-the-counter markets. These reforms are of
various kinds but most of them have essentially the same objective~ in
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response to essentially the same need. The need is one arising out of
the multiplicity and heterogeneity of markets and professional par-
ticipants that have been apparent throughout this discussion of over-
the-counter markets. The objective is to meet this need by means of
disclosure--providing more reliable and more readily available infor-
mation about markets and prices than exists under present rules and
practices.

It has been seen that the securities and markets constituting the
broad over-the-counter category range ~rom well-known, established
companies with a substantial number of dealers making a close and
competitive market at one extreme, to obscure, recent issues with a
single dealer dominating the market, quoting widely spread bid and
asked prices, and combining wholesale and retail trading at the other
extreme, and with many variations and gradations between the two
extremes. An investor’s reasonable expectation when he buys an
over-the-counter security necessarily depends on where in the broad
spectrum the particular security falls. Just as he needs basic disclo-
sures about over-the-counter securities themselves, he needs basic
disclosures about their markets. He should be afforded information
about the depth of dealer interest and the identity of the dealers mak-
ing the market,6 so that he may have some conception as to the prospect
for continuous marketability. He should have access to information
about price spreads in the interdealer market so that he may have
some conception of the level at which a sale may be expected to occur
in relation to the level at which a purchase can be made. He should
have access to information about prices in the interdealer market--on
which the retail market in which he deals is ultimately dependent in
a most fundamental sense--so that, in addition, he may have a basis
of knowing how good an execution was obtained, and what cost of
execution was charged by his own broker-dealer. Such disclosures
are not only needed for intelligent investment decision by the custo-
mer, however ; as in all other areas of disclosure, they serve the impor-
tant prophylactic purpose of silently policing the performance of the
broker-dealer himself.

One such reform, or set of reforms, relates to the reliability and
informativeness of the wholesale quotation system. Such a system
provides information that is basic to everything else because it tells
at any given time and over spans of time ~vhat dealer interest exists,
the basic price levels at which particular securities are capable of being
bought and sold, and the spread between these levels. In its present
form, however, it fails to reveal important information that can and
should be readily disclosed. In particular, it fails to differentiate in
any way the quotations of an independent market maker from those
of another broker-dealer who m~y, for convenience or with insidious

~ One N/~SD official described the importance of the identity of dealers making markets in
this way :

"I had been on the Business Conduct Committee n~w for the past year and come to grips
quite frequently in the markup cases. I do not want to sound ethereal, but I think there
are several abstractions that I have looked to and I suspect others have.

"No. 1 is the security question. If I see the Bankers Trust, First National City Bank,
Dun & Bradstreet, large, reputable companies, that is a factor in my judgment. I know I
can trust the market. I look to the people who are making the market, if you please. Are
the firms reputable ; are they knowledgeable ; what is the background of their interest ; do
they have traditional underwriting relationship, and so forth and so on ; or are these firms
part of a group which are known in trade as to operate on the fringe and go hand-in-hand
and work in concert with each other and what not’!

"These are all factors that I have tried to utilize to determine what I think is one of the
pivotal things ; the validity of this market."
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~)urpose, be quoting merely a carbon copy of someone else’s market.
ther significant improvements in the wholesale quotation system are

recommended below but unquestionably the most important single re-
form would be to impose a requirement for clear differentiation of
quotations entered for correspondents and quotations representing
multiple expressions of the same market.

Another needed change, of especial value after the quotation system
has been made more reliable and informative but indei3endently useful
apart from that, is to make the ~vholesale quotation system publicly
available. Of all the mechanisms of the over-the-counter markets it
is the most crucial. It is crucial because everything else that occurs in
the over-the-counter market ultimately depends on what that system
most clearly and conveniently shows--the number of interested dealers
and the prices’ at which they are willing to buy and sell. Although
reflecting the wholesale level, it is the most reliable indication of what
can be done at the retail level, and thus the best measure o.f the qual-
ity and fairness of what happens there. Some non-broker-dealers
now have access to the sheets although it is denied to most, a form of
discrimination that itself seems highly dubious in a fair market or a
free and open one. But apart from this, under a regulatory system
founded on disclosure as basic to the protection of investors, the policy
of nondisclosure of the most vital single source of information about
over-the-counter markets should no longer endure.

The same conclusion, for similar reasons, applies to the retail quota-
tion system of the NASD. This system starts with a selection, out of
the welter of over-the-counter securities, of those commanding suffi-
cient public attention to be included in what must necessarily be a
more selective newspaper (or electronic) listing. The present retail
system provides a convenient source of information beyond what is
available for most over-the-counter securities, but it has the effect of
masking the interdealer market rather than disclosing it. As a result,
it provides no means of testing the quality of execution or ascertaining
the service charge imposed for the execution at the retail level. It may
be granted that the range of variation in the handling of transactions
is kept within limits by the NASD’s markup policy--the variation
would not ordinarily be a matter of several points but perhaps a point
or two at the most--but in buying and selling securities the latter
range, or even fractions of points, may be the all-important difference
between a favorable and azl unfavorable result. The investor should
not be denied, through the retail quotation system or otherwise, the
ability to perceive such differences.

Both for securities in a retail quotation system and for the larger
mass of securities not so quoted, certain disclosures are so important
that they ought to be regularly made in confirmations of transactions
or, where practicable, at the time of solicitation. Of particular con-
sequence, for reasonable investor awareness of what he buys and how
his transaction is handled, is knowledge of whether the broker-dealer
is executing a retail transaction out of its own inventory or another
firm’s and whether an independent market does or does not exist.
Where the executing broker-dealer is in reality acting as agent as in
a riskless transaction, in the sense of buying or selling in the inter-
dealer market to accomplish the customer’s transaction, the agency
form should be required so that the price and commission will be
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disclosed. The problems of disclosure and fair dealing are more
difficult where the broker-deMer has an inventory through which the
customer’s transaction is handled, but it is precisely here that the
markup policy is most difficult of application and in greatest need
of supplementation through disclosures. The investor should have
the means, of ap. praising~ the ~auality and cost of. execution,, even though_
merged m a single net price charged by the ~ntegrated broker-dealer,
through knowledge of the approximate level at which the transaction
might have occurred in the interdealer market if it had been executed
on an agency b.asis.7

In these a-nd other respeet.s specified below, the full disclosure phi-
losophy needs to be given new meaning and vitality in o.ver-the-eounter
markets. It seems quite inconsistent with that philosophy that broker-
dealers, whether orhot making a market or h~-ving aft ir;ventory posi-
tion in a security, may engage in principal transactions with public
customers but not disclose whether they are dealing with their own
inventory, whether and what kind of an ’independent market exists.,
or the amount of their markups in relation to the independent market.

Quite paradoxically, the NASD has resorted to a theory of direct
regulation rather tha~n disclosure in this area, in the form of its markup
policy. This approach, as supplemented by the Commission’s use of
~ts fraud powers in regulating over-the-counter markets, sets im-
portant outer limits of conduct and undoubtedly precludes gross over-
reaching. These limits are still wide enough to be important, how-
ever, and within such limits, as in other areas of the securities markets,
.there is no satisfactory substitute for full and reliable disclosure to
Investors of facts essential for intelligent appraisal and self-protec-
tion.

The merchandising character of the securities business is reeoguized
at various points in this report, and it is a necessary corollary that
selling and other costs as well as entrepreneurial profit must be ade-
quately provided for in any pricing system,s Nothing herein is in-
tended to contravene these facts of business life or to suggest that any
particular level of commissions or markups, equivalent to stock ex-
.change commission rates or based on a "5-poreent policy" or otherwise,
is appropriate or inappropriate for over-the-counter transactions gen-
erally or any particular type of transactions, security, broker-deMer
firm, or geographical or other circumstance. Whatever the ap-
propriate level of markup or commission for a particular trans-
action and assuming that it may vary in different circumstances, it is
difficult to see why it should be necessary to conceal what elsewhere in
the securities business is considered essential to be disclosed. It is a
standard requirement, for example, that there be complete disclosure
of the spread in underwritten offerings, often amounting to as much as
10 percent or more on common stock issues, and of the sales load on
mutual ....fund shares, typicall_ y amountin, g to 8~½ or 9 ~rc~nt. Dis-
closure m these s~tuat~ons has not dlscourage~d merchandising activity
or successful selling, and it is not apparent why it should do so in the
over-the-counter markets generally.

~ It has already, been seen that many firm~ in the entire volume spectrum now use agency
executions (with disclosed commissions) for many securities of varying degrees of activity.
See ch. VII.D.2.a 2).s Carrying out (tPh~ recommendations of ch. IX to provide regMar reporting data for
over-the-counter securities should considerably red~uce the dealer’s burden of research which
has often been cited as a reason for higher costs of doing business in such securities.
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6. CONCLUSIO)IS AND REC01V[~[E~DATIONS

The Special Study concludes and recommends:
In view of the heterogeneity of over-the-counter securities and

markets and the need for categorization of components, as empha-
sized in the above discussion, the following program is put forth
with recognition that the measures recommended are not neces-
sarily equally applicable to all securities, broker-dealers or mar-
kets, so that the appropriate scope and limitation of particular
measures may require a more exact definition in the process of
implementation. It is also recognized that, while the following
recommendations are designed as a total integrated program, the
form and timing of the implementation of certain of them might
have the effect of lessening the need for others.

1,. In the over-the-counter markets, there is a dichotomy between
interdealer (wholesale) and public (retail) markets in many 
l~ortant respects, but there is a close and continuous relationship
between wholesale and retail markets for any particular security.
Interdealer and public q’uotation systems are vital to the opera-
tion of these markets and, whether handled by private enterprise
or by a self-regulatory agency, they are vested with a public in-
terest and should be brought under appropriate supervisory con-
trol of the Commission. At the same time, the operator of any
such system would be vested with authority and responsibility to
regulate the use of its system by broker-dealers through appro-
priate rules and procedures consistent with the rules of the NASD
and the Commission.

2. Broker-dealers, although entirely free to change their inter-
dealer quotations in the course of trading as at present, should
be positively obligated to buy or sell 100 shares (or other indicated
"size") of a quoted stock at their prevailing quotations, unless
clearly designated as not firm, and should be required to keep a
timed record of changes in quotations. All quotations entered in
an interdealer quotation system should be firm, unless otherwise
designated, when supplied. The NASD should establish appro-
priate programs for surveillance and enforcement of these obli-
gations. The NASD and/or the Commission should have the
power and responsibility to deny or temporarily suspend any
broker-dealer’s right to enter quotations in an interdealer quota-
tion system with respect to a particular security or all securities,
for willful abuse of a quotation system (e.g., by entering other
than bona fide quotations) or willful violation of any special rules
applicable to interdealer quotations.

3. Other rules applicable to interdealer quotation systems
and/or to broker-dealers using such systems should require (a)
that quotations entered by one broker-dealer on behalf of another
be so designated by appropriate symbols, with clear differentia-
tion between correspondent arrangements and other arrange-
ments involving this practice, and with clear indication where
two or more quotations in different names represent a single quo-
tation; (b) that "OTC listed" securities (see ch. 9 be dif fer-
entiated from all other securities by appropriate symbols, and

See note 5, I). 121, above.
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that securities eligible for extension of credit (see ch. X) be des-
ignated by separate symbols; and (c) that, consistent with the
recommendation in paragraph 9, persons other than broker-deal-
ers be eligible to become subscribers to interdealer quotation sys-
tems, and that broker-dealers be required to make available to
their regular public customers, upon request, any quotation sys-
tem to which they may be subscribers. In addition, upon estab-
lishment of a system for identification of "primary market mak-
ers" as recommended in paragraph 4, consideration should be
given to a further rule providing that primary market makers for
a particular security should have the exclusive right (subject to
possible defined exceptions) to enter two-way quotations in any
interdealer quotation system; whereas any other broker-dealer,
although free to enter one-way or OW or BW quotations, should
be permitted to enter two-way quotations only as correspondent
for an identified primary market maker.

4. Because of the large numbers and varieties of securities and
participants involved in the over-the-counter markets, the quality
and depth of tl~e market for any particular security and the rea-
sonable expectations of investors in such security are intimately
related to the number and identity of dealers making an inter-
dealer market. As a foundation for various immediate or longer
term improvements in the operation and regulation of over-the-
counter markets, a system for official identification of the "pri-
mary market makers" in each security (tentatively defined for
this purpose as "any broker-dealer who, with respect to a par-
ticular security, holds himself out, by entering two-way quota-
tions in any interdealer quotation system or otherwise, as being
willing to buy from and sell to other broker-dealers for his own
account on a continuous basis") should be established by the
Commission or the NASD as promptly as necessary mechanical
arrangements can be worked out. Such a system would con-
template that each primary market maker in a particular security
would file, prior to or promptly after becoming such, a data card
showing the name of the security and the dealer’s relation to the
issue or issuers (as underwriter, director, optionee, etc.); that 
primary market maker ceasing to act as such, either permanently
or temporarily, would give notice to that effect; and that the Com-
mission or the NASD would maintain, for public inspection or
circulation, an official "primary market list" of those dealers who
are primary market makers for each security at any given time.

5. The Commission and the NASD should make it part of their
continuous agendas to seek further possibilities for strengthening
the mechanisms of interdealer markets and the protection of
investors in relation thereto, particularly in light of the possibili-
ties of automation referred to below. Among other subjects for
possible coverage in future rules, interpretations or statements
of policy, to be applied either generally or in respect of specified
categories of securities or of broker-dealers, would be: rights and
obligations of primary market makers in maintaining competitive,
fair, and orderly markets; the grant of "cheap stock," warrants
or options to primary market makers (see ch. IV.B); standards
of supervision and methods of compensation of traders; intra-
firm responsibility for and supervision of the insertion of quota-
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tions in an interdealer quotation system; provisions for the han-
dling of limit orders; and possible special requirements or exemp-
tions for primary market makers in broker-dealer capital rules,
including a possible exemption from "haircut" provisions in re-
spect of limited amounts of inventory of securities traded by a
primary market maker. (See ch. III.D.)

6. While a public investor must ultimately rely upon the com-
petence and probity of his broker-dealer for a good execution,
under present rules and standards in over-the-counter markets
the price paid or realized by an investor on the purchase or sale
of a security may depend, to an excessive degree, on the diligence
of the broker-dealer and the capacity in which he acts and/or on
the identity of the investor. The NASD and/or the Commission
should adopt rules and standards requiring all broker-dealers
executing retail transactions, whether or not they are primary
market makers in the particular security and whether the trans-
action is on a principal or agency basis, (a) to make reasonable
effort, in light of all circumstances including the. kind and size
of order, to ascertain the best interdealer quotations (and to
show in their permanent records the number of markets checked),
and (b) to provide an execution as favorable as may reasonably
be obtained in light of the kind and amount of securities involved
and other pertinent circumstances.

7. Under present rules and standards in over-the-counter mar-
kets the disclosure of facts on which the investor may judge the
price and quality of an execution depends in part on whether the
broker-dealer acts as agent or principal. So-called "riskless"
transactions, i.e., those in which a broker-dealer who neither is a
primary market maker nor has a bona fide inventory position
elects to execute a customer’s purchase order by buying from an-
other broker-dealer and reselling to the customer (or the reverse
in the case of a customer’s sale order) on a "net" basis without dis-
closure of markup or commission, are inherently susceptible to
abuse and (subject to possible defined exceptions) should not 
permitted to take that form; that is, a broker-dealer who neither
is a primary market maker nor has a bona fide inventory position
should be required (subject to defined exceptions) to execute cus-
tomers’ orders on an agency basis.

8. The NASD’s markup policy is in need of substantial clarifica-
tion and strengthening in respect of other than "riskless" trans-
actions. In particular, an integrated broker-dealer’s obligation
and standards of retail pricing in relation to its contemporaneous
cost or its current interdealer quotations, especially in the case
of securities for which there is no independent market, should be
defined, by the Commission and/or the NASD, more clearly and
positively than has been done in the interpretations or administra-
tion of the present markup policy.

9. As a further basic improvement in retail over-the-counter
markets the present retail quotation system of the NASD should
be supplanted by a system designed to show generally (with ap-
propriate exceptions to deal with exceptional categories of securi-
ties or situations, if any) the best prevailing interdealer bid and
asked quotations that can be reasonably ascertained and the num-
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ber of primary market makers for each security. Any other
quotation system designed for public dissemination, including
electronic systems, should be required to conform to the same
provisions. By appropriate explanatory legends and by NASD-
sponsored educational efforts the investing public can and should
be advised that published quotations in such form are interdealer
quotations rather than retail quotations and hence are subject
to markups, markdowns or commissions in retail transactions.

10. The NASD should reexamine and strengthen, in a manner
consistent with the above, its methods of handling "local" quota-
tions, the functioning of its local quotations committees, and its
procedures for coordinating and supervising the work of such
committees.

11. The NASD should also give consideration to ways and
means of improving its retail quotation system in other respects,
including, but not necessarily limited to, supplying indications of
dividends, ex-dividends, insolvency or reorganization proceed-
ings, etc., in the manner of stock exchange quotations.

12. To the extent that space limitations prevent inclusion in
any newspaper or similar quotation system of more than a frac-
tion (presently about one-sixth) of all securities quoted in inter-
dealer systems, the privilege of being included in the NASD’s
"national" or "regional" list should be limited to the "OTC listed"
category (see ch. IX), 1° and within that category the selection
should be based on appropriate rules of the NASD or other oper-
ator of the particular quotation system.

13. The NASD and/or the Commission should reexamine pres-
ent requirements with a view to improving disclosures, at the
time of soliciting a retail purchase or in confirmations, of essential
information relevant to particular types of retail transactions.
Among other possibilities that should receive early consideration
in this connection would be rules of the following kinds :

(a) A broker-dealer soliciting a customer’s purchase of any
security for which there is no independent market other than
its own, or any security .out of its own inventory, or any
security in which there is a sprea.d of, say, 20 percent or more
in prevailing interdealer bids and offers, should be required
to disclose such fact or facts at the time of solicitation.

(b) The confirmation of a customer’s purchase or sale in-
volving 100 shares or less (or, in the case of securities priced
at $5 per share or less, involving say, $1,50’0 or less), if han-
dled on a principal basis, should be required to show the best
interdealer quotation on the opposite side of the customer’s
transaction (i.e., the interdealer bid in the case of a customer’s
sale or the interdealer offer in the case of a customer’s pur-
chase) reasonably ascertainable at time of execution.

(c) The confirmation of a customer’s purchase (but 
sale), whether handled on a principal or agency basis, should
provide an indication of the prevailing spread between inter-
dealer bids and offers by showing a representative bid
quotation.

~o See note 5, p. 121, above.
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14. With an already strong communications network, there is
on the horizon the likelihood of a computer system that would
assemble all interdealer quotations and instantaneously deter-
mine and communicate best quotations for particular securities at
any time. If such a system were established, the further possibil-
ity of using it in connection with executions and to compile actual
price and volume data for over-the-counter transactions would
exist. Any such automated system would clearly be affected
with a public interest and should be under regulatory supervi-
sion. The NASD is the natural source of leadership and initia-
tive in dealing with matters of automation in respect of over-the-
counter markets. It should actively carry forward the very
limited study of automation possibilities applicable to over-the-
counter markets that the Special Study has been able to under-
take and should report to the Commission from time to time as
to the progress and programs of the industry in this area. The
Commission and the NASD should jointly consider possibilities
for developing and coordinating automation programs in such
manner as to fulfill their respective regulatory needs, as well
as operational needs of the markets, with maximum effective-
ness and minimum duplication and expense.

15. In the absence of a completely automated system for record-
ing transaction data, consideration should be given by the Com-
mission and the NASD to the feasibility of establishing a report-
ing system designed to obtain maximum price and volume data,
without undue burden, for actual transactions in over-the-counter
securities or for specified categories of transactions and/or
securities.

16. Interdealer or retail over-the-counter transactions in ex-
change-listed securities present special problems because of their
actual or potential interaction with auction markets. In imple-
menting the recommendations in this chapter for over-the-counter
markets generally, appropriate exceptions and/or special require-
ments should be provided for over-the-counter transactions in
exchange-listed securities. Other recommendations on this sub-
ject appear in chapter VIII.D.



CHAPTER VIII

TRADING MARKETS--INTERRELATIONSHIPS

[Part A (Introduction--Scope of Chapter) summarizes the con-
tents of the remainder of the chapter.]

PART B. THE BAsic ALLOCATION BETWEEN EXCHANGES AND OVER THE
COUNTER (As PRIMARY MARKETS)

The allocation of securities among trading markets, including the
determination of the primary market and the establishment of dual or
mu]tip|e markets for a particular security, is determined by a number
of interacting factors and forces. A crucial concept in allocation as
between exchange and over-the-counter markets is that of "listing,"
the process by which securities are first admitted to trading on an
exchange. Securities may also be admitted to trading on an exchange
through "unlisted trading privileges" but this now applies primarily
to securities already listed on another exchange. There is no corre-
sponding gateway to trading in over-the-counter markets, either pri-
mary or multiple.

The most stringent listing requirements are those of the New York
Stock Exchanffe. These include "yardsticks" as to minimum amounts
of net tangib~’e assets, net earnings, share distribution, and market
value of stock. Delisting standards, while paralleling the listing
standards, are far less stringent. Listing and delisting standards of
the Amex and other exchanges tend to reflect similar factors but at
substantially lower quantitative levels.

There is a broad tendency for securities traded in a particular marke~
or category of markets to show generally similar characteristics; yet
there are wide diversities within each category and considerable over-
lapping among categories. NYSE-listed stocks generally are in the
highest size ranges, and stocks in the "OTC inactive" category (defined
by the study as those showing fewer than four dealer quotations in the
February 196"2 Monthly Stock Summary) are in the lmvest. The
bulk of Amex issues lie between these two categories, while the "OTC
active" category (stocks showing four or more dealer quotations in
the Monthly Si~ock Summary) is spread broadly across the whole
spectrum with a slight concentration below the Amex issues. Stocks
listed solely on the major regional exchanges tend to fall between the
active and inactive O)’C groupings. Only in assets is this pattern
broken--stocks in the OTC-aetive categories show a range of assets
generally no higher than those that are inactive. Most NYSE stocks
have characteristics considerably in excess of the Exchange’s mini-
mum yardsticks for original listing, but about 10 percent do not meet
these requirements. While stocks not listed on the NYSE generally
are smaller in relation to those yardsticks, significant percentages of
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stocks listed on the Amex or solely on regional exchanges and of stocks
in the OTC-active category substantially meet all NYSE listing re-
quirements.

A generally similar pattern appears in respect of trading activity.
Thus,. in 1961, the central two-thirds of common stocks in the NYSE
were in a range higher than the Amex and considerably higher than
the major regional exchanges. While no direct eomparision with over-
the-counter securities is possible, it would appear that the central two-
thirds of OTC-aetive stocks show a range of trading volume higher
than that of most stocks listed solely on major regional exchanges and
only moderately below the range of the central two-thirds of the shares
traded on the Amex. Notwithstanding these general patterns, the dif-
ferences in volume within each market category are exceedingly ~vide,
even for the N¥SE .(where trading activity is most evenly dis-
tributed), and there is a considerable overlapping among market
categories.

For a security to be well suited for trading in a continuous auction
market, spontaneous meeting of buyers and sellers must occur on a
reasonably continuous basis without undue reliance on specialist par-
tieipation; the market in other words must have adequate "depth."
The degree of market depth in this sense is affected not only by tran-
sient variables with respect to given securities or markets but also
by a number of long-range tendencies and forces. Listing and de-
listing standards should be designed to admit and retain securities
capable of being successfully traded in the kind of market that a
particular exchange is and purports to be. The wide discrepancy now
found between listing and delisting yardsticks seems questionable in
light of these considerations, particularly with respect to the N¥SE.

The depth of buying and selling interest reflected in the auction
market is directly affected by the round-lot unit of trading, presently
100 shares for most stocks, since odd-lot transactions are largely han-
dled through dealers and not directly in the auction market. Thus, a
reduction in the round-lot trading unit would tend to add to the flow
of buy and sell orders constituting the depth of the market at any
given time and should receive consideration for all or some securities.

Since exchange markets, as continuous auction markets, are more
de.manding in terms of depth than are over-the-counter markets, a
pmmary public concern is to assure that each security admitted to an
exchange market is suitable, in such terms, for the kind of market that
the exchange purports to conduct. Indeed, the best clue to appropriate
allocation between exchange markets and over-the-counter markets
may lie in the difference in warranted expectation on the part of
public investors. An exchange market is generally regarded and
frequently advertised as assuring a high degree of continuity and
fluidity through the continuous auction process. It follows that each
9xehange should reasonably live up to the expectation created by its
~mage and should not maintain listings that are incompatible.1 There

z The same kind of point was made by the Commission in 1936, in relation to unlisted
trading :

"Admitting a security to trading privileges on an exchange amounts to a representation
by the exchange that an appropriate and adequate market for that security exists on that
exchange. It does not necessarily amount to a representation that the best market from
the standpoint of buyer or seller exists on the exchange, but it is a representation that an
adequate and an appropriate market may be found upon the exchange."

SEC, "Report on Trading in Unlisted Securities Upon Exchanges," p. 10 (1936).
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nevertheless remains room for a degree of variation and experimen-
tation, as discussed in part E of this ehapter~ with certain of the
regional exchanges perhaps operating under a modified set of as-
sumptions intermediate between those of continuous auction markets
in the fullest sense and over-the-counter markets.

3"he legitimate expectation for over-the-counter markets is quite
different from that of the classic auction market. It is not and need
not be the opposite; it is simply more kaleidoscopic. Wha~t the sophis-
ticated professional expects, and the public investor is entitled to
expect, is only such degree of depth, continuity, and fluidity for a
particular security traded over the counter as is implied by the number
of dealers making a market at any time or from time to time. This
may range from 20 or more on a continuous ba.sis to 1 or 2 on a more
sp£smodie basis. The over-the-counter markets have room for all
of them and there need be no disappointment of legitimate expecta-
tion as to any of them, since the range of difference is ascertain.able
and expectation can be adjusted to particular facts. What is essential,
in these terms, is that there be clearer recognition and identification
for public investors of the wide variations that necessarily exist within
the broad over-the-counter category, and better adaptation of re~o~la-
tory measures to suit the varying needs.

For the considerable category of securities that would be suitable
for an exchange or over-the-counter markets, there appears to be no
reason of public policy why an issuer should not have freedom to
decide, as at present, either to remain entirely in the over-the-counter
sector or to seek an exchange listing. 2 This necessarily presupposes,
however, that public investors in either type of market are afforded,
through requirements of fair trading practices and disclosures, the
maximum protection consistent with the character of that type of
market. Chapters VI and VII contain both immediate and longer-
range recommendations as to trading practices and market disclosures
to meet this objective, and chapters IX and X contain recommen-
dations for greater equalization of disclosure and credit requirements
for securities traded in the two types of markets. Implementation of
the chapter VI and VII recommendations is imperative if each type
of market is to provide, within the assumption in which it operates,
appropriate safeguards for investors and the public interest. Imple-
lnentation of the chapter IX and X recommendations, on the other
hand, will eliminate discriminations that may now affect market
allocations artificially and arbitrarily.

The Special Study concludes and recommends:
1. Continuous auction markets are, by their very nature, more

demanding than over-the-counter markets in respect of the depth
of public interest and activity required for the degree of contin-
uity and fluidity generally associated with them. Since various
factors affecting depth are dynamic rather than static, listing and
delisting standards and practices of the several exchanges require
reexamination from time to time to assure that the entire list of
securities being traded is in keeping with the kind of market that
the particular exchange purports to provide and is capable of

~ In th~s connection, see ch.. IX, pp. 56--5~. (pt. 3), on the recommendec~ repeal of see.
12 (f) (3)., uader which proposed’ change all "o’rc listed" issues would n~t automatically be
eligible for un,listecl tracting.
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providing. Present delisting standards and practices appear dis-
proportionately low in relation to listing standards, particularly
in the case of the NYSE, and should be strengthened.

2. Reduction in the round-lot unit of trading would significantly
add to the depth of auction markets by bringing a portion of pres-
ent odd-lot trading directly into the balance of available supply
and demand. Technological advances, as of the present or the
foreseeable future, may well be found to have obviated what were
previously felt to be practical impediments. A Government-indus-
try study of the feasibility and desirability of reducing the round-
lot unit for all or some securities should be undertaken in the near
future.

3. Over-the-counter market mechanisms are generally more
adaptable than exchange market mechanisms in their capacity
to provide for the heterogeneous types of securities that are
traded over the counter, including some that would be suitable
for continuous auction trading but a great many more that would
not. On the other hand, the very heterogeneity of over-he-coun-
ter securities makes it impossible to assure markets of the same
quality (in depth, continuity, or otherwise) for all such securities.
Hence a pressing and continuing need is to provide more specific
identification of crucial facts about individual markets, so as to
assure more realistic understanding on the part of public investors
as to the kind and quality of market that may be expected for
any particular security. Reference is made to certain recom-
mendations of chapter VII directed to this end.

PART C. INSTITUTIONAL PARTICIPATION AND BLOCK TRANSACTIONS

Although institutions are still considerably less important than in-
dividuals as holders and as buyers and sellers of stocks, their impor-
tance is increasing. In addition, institutions have special importance
to the trading markets since their unit holdings and buying and selling
programs tend to be larger than those of individuals; and decision-
making, for the bulk of institutional holdings and transactions, is con-
centrated in relatively fewer investor units.

Because of the increasing importance of the institutions in the trad-
ing markets, the Spe.cial Study conducted a survey among 91 different
institutions concerning their procedures for executions and their
transactions in common and preferred stocks. The major specific
results of this survey may be summarized as follows :

1. The transactions of the institutions sampled showed a concen-
tration in N¥SE-listed issues, with a minor amount of activity on the
Amex, and negligible activity on the regional exchanges in stocks
listed only on such exchanges.

2. Most of the transactions executed on regional exchanges involved
NYSE-listed issues, and most of them were by the open-end (load)
investment companies. The other institutions made considerably less
use of the regional exchanges. Such higher use of regional exchanges
by the investment companies may well be related to the investment
companies’ desire to give "reciprocal business" to regional exchange
members and, in some cases, to nonmembers.

3. For transactions by the institutions in NYSE-listed stocks, the
NYSE is the most important market channel (except for preferred
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stocks), and the over-the-counter markets are the second most im-
portant.

4. Relative to the New York Stock Exchange market, the impor-
tance of the over-the-counter markets for NYSE-listed issues is great-
est for preferred stocks, second greatest for public utility commons,
and least great for "other" commons. This pattern no doubt reflects
the relative degree of "institutionalization" of the markets for each
of these categories of stocks.

5. Most transactions and "block" programs in listed common stocks
take the form of a series of relatively small transactions on the ex-
change auction market, or involve prearranged "crosses" on the floor
of an exchange.

6. The average size of individual transactions tended to be smaller
on the NYSE and Amex than on the regional exchanges, suggesting
that prearranged crosses (mostly in NYSE issues) are of relatively
greater importance on the regional exchanges. The over-the-counter
market produced the largest sized transactions.

7. For transactions on the NYSE in March 1961 and April 1962,
the i nstit~tions reported using limit orders for most (about 60 percent)
of the dollar volume of their transactions. They reported using dis-
cretionary orders for about 20 percent, and market orders for less than
10 percent2

8. For over-the-counter transactions in the 2 months, the institu-
tions reported using principal transactions for about three-fourths of
their volume and agency transactions for the rest.

9. For block purchase or sale programs, the bigger the block, the
more the time, transactions, and different broker-dealers used for its
execution. Block programs in which the over-the-counter market
predominated took less time, fewer transactions, and fewer broker-
dealers than those in the same size class in which the exchange markets
predominated.

:10. Most of ~he institutions had no transactions in new public issues
of stocks in 1961. Of those that did, quite a few, particularly life
insurance companies, concentrated their new issue transactions in
purchases of preferreds. In the preferred stock category, the insti-
tutions made few purchases or sales of new issues in the trading mar-
kets after the original offerings. In the common stock category, how-
ever, the institutions’ trading market purchases were nearly 2½ times
their original allotments, and sales were slightly in excess of one-tenth
of the original allotments. The investment companies received only
17 percent of the original allotments (to the institutions) of new issues
of common stock, but accounted for 59 percent of the post-offering
trading market purchases. The institutions’ post-offering market pur-
chases of new issues of common stocks were, on the average, made at
a premium of 33 percent above the original offering price, and their
sales at a premium of 46 percent. About 60 percent of the institu-
tions’ sales of new common stock issues were made within 40 days of
the original offering. The median-sized allotment of new stock issues
received from individual broker-dealers, even by these institutions,
was relatively small (generally 100 shares or less). :Both post-offering
purchases and sales, however, tended to involve larger individual
transactions.

~As indicated in ch. VIII.C.3.a(4) (pt. 2), however, some of the orders reported 
"limit" or "market" orders may well have involved some element of discretion.
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11. Virtually all of the institutions had trading or order depart-
ments which retained control over the details of executing purchases
and sales of stocks. These normally had limited discretion as to price
and no discretion as to the stocks to be purchased or sold, but substan-
tial discretion as to the broker-dealers and market channels to be
used for individual executions, though "approved" lists of broker-
dealers, among whom the trading departments ~vere expected to spread
the business, were common.

12. Few institutions reported going directly to specialists or spe-
cialists’ firms for executions in stocks in which the specialist was
registered.

13. Many institutions estimated that their use of the over-the-
counter markets for listed stocks had been increasing, relative to their
use of the exchange markets, over the past 5 years. Few indicated
that it had been decreasing. More institutions reported such an in-
crease in the "other" common stock category than in the public utility
common stock or preferred stock categories.

14. Price, cost, and volume were the factors most frequently men-
tioned by the institutions as factors determining use of the over-the-
counter markets rather than the NYSE market for NYSE-listed
issues. These factors were less frequently mentioned as reasons for
using the regional exchanges.

15. "Reciprocal business" considerations were more important in
the allocation of commission business among stock exchange member
firms than among dealers in the over-the-counter market, where price
competition exists. With respect to the unlisted stocks, several insti-
tutions indicated that they prefer to execute transactions directly with
market makers.

16. Research and analytical materials were the most frequently
mentioned reasons for giving "reciprocal business" to brokers. Other
factors tended to vary by type of institution. Reciprocal business h~s
been given by banks in relation to deposits and loans, by mutual funds
in reward for sales of shares of the funds, by universities because of
’Cold school tie" considerations, and by insurance companies to reward
broker-dealers who bring (as agent for the issuer) desirable private
placement issues to the company.

17. The institutions tend to concentrate their commission business
among a relatively few firms: for each institution, its favorite 10
broker-dealers tended to account for more than 50 percent of its com-
mission business for the year 1961. Moreover, :New York Stock Ex-
change firms received more than 60 percent of the total commissions
paid by the institutions for the year 1961. The give-up device was
used principally to divert commi’ssions from an institution’s favorite
10 or 20 brokers to others. Its principal users were the open-end
(load) companies.

18. Investment companies have noticeably higher stock turnover
rates than other institutions. The institutions, as a whole, have lower
turnover rates than the :New York Stock Exchange market. While
the net new purchases of stocks by the institutions as well as their
turnover are presently both contributing to liquidity in the securities
markets, the institutions’ lower turnover rate raises questions con-
cerning the consequences of possible further increase in institution-
a]ization of the markets for stocks.
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.An important purpose .°f the.. Special. Stud¯ y’s institutional investor.
survey, apart from eontmbutmg to general understanding of the ~n-
stitutional investors’ role in the trading markets, was to supplement
and throw light on data obtained through other means about various
other phenomena or problems within the scope of the total study.
Recommendations in those areas, reflecting the institutional survey and
other data, are contained in the appropriate chapters. CertMn recom-
mendations which flow directly from the findings as to institutional
transactions specifically are, however, made here.

The principal one is that the growing importance of institutional
investors, the pattern of their present market activity, and the proba-
bility o.f a trend toward greater "institutionalization" of markets for
stocks suggest the need for continuing data and attention with respect
to such areas. In addition to obtaining and publishing fuller data on
institutional transactions, the Commission should have programs for
more continuous study of, and better lines of communication with in-
stitutional investors and others with regard to, changing needs and
emerging problems regarding the handling of block transactions and
their special impact on the securities markets.

While pension funds are one of the most important institutional
groups in the securities markets, and are growing at the fastest rate,
they are notable for the dearth of information publicly available on
their holdings. Investment companies are required by the provisions
of the Investment Company Act to disclose their holdings of individual
stocks in their periodic reports. Insurance companies are required
by various state statutes or regulations to make similar disclosures.
l~ension funds, however, have not been subject to any corresponding
disclosure requirement. Although the Federal Welfare and Pension
Plans Disclosures Act ~ applies a disclosure concept to pension funds,
the act does not require that the holdings of individual security issues
be revealed unless they are securities of an employer or other "party in
interest," and are not securities listed on a national securities exchange
or securities of a registered investment company or public utility hold-
ing company.

Recommendations have been made in the past by others that the
.~ ederal Welfare and Pension Plans Disclosure Act should require
greater disclosure of individual security holdings of pension funds,
with the purpose of informing, and protecting the interests of, the
beneficiaries of such plans. In view" of the general importance of the
pension funds in the securities markets, however, there appears an
independent reason of public policy favoring such disclosure.

It is apparent that any study of a possible volume or block discount
in stock exchange commission rates, as recommended in chapter VI,
must take into account the patterns and practices revealed by the pres-
ent survey. Should a volume discount be considered, it should take a
form which would be meaningful in terms of the sizes of transactions
and block purchase and sale programs of the institutions. It should
not, on the other hand, t~ke a form which would have unstaNlizing
e.ffee_ts, such as giving the institutions incentives toward making larger
single transaetmns on the exchanges than the auction markets can
readily absorb.

a 29 U.S.C. 301-309.

96-746--63--pt. 5---10
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The Special Study concludes and recommends:
1. Institutional participation has become increasingly impor-

tant in the total business of securities markets and, since the
institutions tend to deal in larger blocks and for other reasons,
such participation presents special problems from the point of
view of the exchanges and in relation to the public interest and
protection of investors. In view of the growing importance of
institutional transactions and the probability that needs and
problems associated with them will not remain static, it is partic-
ularly important that there be an adequate body of information
about them on a continuous basis for the use of the Commission,
the self-regulatory bodies and the investing public. The Commis-
sion should institute programs to obtain, and to publish on ap-
propriately aggregated bases, more continuous data concerning
institutional participation in the securities markets, including
securities held, amounts of gross and net purchases over periods
of time, and turnover rates. From time to time the Commission
should hold conferences with, or otherwise invite the views and
suggestions of, institutional investors, the principal exchanges
and representatives of the securities business with regard to
changing impacts of institutional transactions on securities mar-
kets, related needs of institutional investors, and questions of
public policy involved.

2. Inasmuch as pension funds represent an increasingly impor-
tant institutional group for which data on securities transactions
are lacking, the Commission should recommend, from the point
of view of the securities markets and independently of any other
purpose, that the Federal Welfare and Pension Plans Disclosure
Act be amended to require periodic disclosure by pension funds of
their holdings of individual corporate securities, or that equiv-
alent information be otherwise required to be made public.

3. Any study of possible modification of commission rate struc-
tures to provide a volume discount or lower commission rate for
institutional or other large investors should take into considera-
tion the practices of the institutions in handling large purchase
or sale programs. Any volume discount or lower rate adopted
should be meaningful in terms of the sizes of transactions and
block programs of the institutions as they exist in actual practice,
but should not create incentives toward instability in the markets
such as, for example, through encouraging larger single transac-
tions in auction markets than such markets can readily absorb.

PART :D. OVER-THE-COUNTER MARKETS I1~ EXCttANGE-LISTED

SECURITIES

The past 20 years have witnessed a striking growth in the trading
off the floor of the exchanges of securities listed on the exchanges, prl-
n~arily those of the NYSE. The market appears to have developed
to service the special needs of two groups of customers" (1) institu-
tional investors, which are becoming increasingly larger holders and
r, raders of common stocks, and (2,) broker-dealers not members of 
exch,nnge and therefore without direct access to the trading of listed
stocks. In ]961 this off-board market in listed stocks~ which may be
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designated as the "third market," traded an estimated volume in
NYSE stocks of $9~ billion, equal to 3.8 percent of NYSE volume.

While considerable off-board trading occurs in agency trades, much
of it by brokers not making markets, the bulk of it is h~[ndled through
firms which make markets generally similar to the wholesale over-the-
counter markets described in chapter VII. The firms tend to have
strong financial resources, several being among the largest in the
securities business, and to stress their trading function to the exclu-
sion of other activities. Catering ahnost solely to the professional
securities traders of institutions and to other broker-dealers, they elim-
inate the ancillary services rendered for their customers by exchange
commission houses.

The market makers, free to make or discontinue markets in listed
securities as they see fit, have been generally expanding their lists of
markets, l,Vhere formerly markets were made only in utility stocks
and others of equivalent stability, the aggregate markets, at least 270
in 1961 and no~v numberinz many more, encompass a wide variety of
industrial and other equitieS. The major criterion employed in se[ect-
ing a listed issue for an over-the-counter market is its interest to po-
tential customers; i.e., institutions and broker-dealers representing
public customers, in that order. As compared with stocks in other
markets, including the NYSE, these issues appear at the higher end
of the spectrum in terms of financial size of issuer, number of shares
outstanding, breadth of share distribution, and, for all but a number
of utility issues, volume of activity in the NYSE as well.

The twofold division of customers in the off-board market is re-
flected in every aspect of the market’s operation. Some market makers
specialize in business with institutions, some with broker-dealers, and
some with a combination of both. The securities traded include not
only institutional favorites but many which may be considered popu-
lar primarily with individuals (trading through broker-dealers).
The range of transaction size shows a preponderance of large deals,
reflecting the interest of institutions, but also a surprisingly high
percent of odd lots, apparently transacted by broker-dealers for in-
dividual public customers.

Comparison of the operations of the third market and exchange mar-
ket must not be construed as suggesting any equivalence in capa.cit.y
to trade stocks. Though the off-board market has been growing, ~t ~s
still small when compared with the NYSE’s trading of its own stocks.
The focus here is on the question of why even part of the trading in
Exchange stocks should be effected over the counter.

The different characteristics of the negotiated off-board market and
the continuous auction market of the Exchange are responsible for
certain distinctions in trading practice. Institutions deal directly
with the market markers on the third market and do not require the
services of a broker. Their market interest and trading receive no
publicity. Their transactions, which tend to be large, are not likely
to affect prices on the Exchange in a way detrimental to the satis-
factory completion of the remainder of a large block transaction.

The market makers closely follow the tape and quotations o.f the
NYSE and quote prices which aim to be competitive with those of
the Exchange on at least one side. Institutional customers, dealing
directly with the market makers, find it advantageous to deal in the
third market when the price of the stock, net o.f commissions, is less
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than the total price on the Exchange (even though slightly better
than the off-board price) adjusted for commission cost. The off-board
market maker is able to determine prices within the broader range
permitted by the total of the commissions paid on the Exchange by
both buyer and seller, since this total represents the cost of trans-
ferring shares from one public customer to another on the Exchange.

The importance of the public commission schedule of the NYSE
must be emphasized. By not providing nonmember broker-dealers pre-
ferential access to trading in the exchanges, it encourages the existence
of a market which will permit them to trade listed stocks profitably.
It affects institutional customers in two respects: first, it provides no
graduated discount for the larger transactions in which they tend to
deal; and second, it is based on a cost structure which includes the
cost of services other than the basic brokerage function--services ofte~
of little interest or value to an institution. The consequence of these
characteristics is that the off-board market maker has considerable
latitude in quoting prices to institutions net of commissions that are
better than the combination of Exchange price and commission.

Depth of market~ which is important to institutions in large trans-
actions, is easily and definitely ascertainable on the third market.
The market makers generally possess the c~pab.ility of taking large
positions. For their largest transactions they often act as agents for
both parties, bringing together institutional sellers and purchasers of
the same stock, generally at a commission substantially less than
NYSE rates.

While the third market is competitive ’with the NYSE market
effecting individual trades, it is generally complementary to it in the
execution of an entire block transaction. Institutional traders make
optimum use of both markets, utilizing the resources of the market
makers on the third market and the public trading and resources
I he specialist on the Exchange. Larger trades appear to be effected off
board while smaller ones, being less likely to exert an effect on price,
are transacted on the Exchange.

Broker-dealer intermediaries in the off-board market are far less
concerned with depth of market and far more with securing g. price for
the stock equivalent to the price on the NYSE, net of commissmns. In
odd-lot trading t.he practice of some of the m~rket makers appears to
be to gear the price to the last round-lot price on the Exchange, plus or
minus the odd-lot differential charged on the Exchange, and differs
from the Exchange practice only in that the latter gears the odd-lot
price to the ~vext round-lot price.

There is more question concerning the equivalence of price in the
round-lot transactions because the third-market price may be deter-
mined immediately upon placement of an order while the price on the
Exchange cannot be known until after the execution of an order and
may well vary from the quotations and the previous tape price. Since
the broker-dealer intermediaries generally, charge their p.ublic cus-
tomers a co.remission, individuals do not enjoy the price margin of the
institutional customers, dealing net of commissions. It appears, how-
ever, that broker-dealers "shop" competitively among the market
makers, and many utilize the NYSE when they can obtain a more ad-
vantageous execution there.

As applied to over-the-counter trading in listed securities, it ap-
pears to the Special Study that the advantages of competition gen-
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erally outweigh any eoncen~ over impairment of depth in the primary
market. It would appear that the third market has developed in the
shadow of the NYSE only by dint of its ability to perform a useful
function. Unlike the unlisted stocks traded over the counter, freedom
from investor safeguards ~ is not a factor in the ease of the listed stocks
traded off board. Broker-dealers trade on the third market because
they have no other practical access to listed securities. Institutions
trade on this ~narket only when they are able to secure better execu-
tions. The very existence of this market to satisfy needs not met by
the exchange market is indeed affirmation of the inherent strength and
viability of a system of free markets.

The usefulness of the functions performed by the third market does
not, of course, lessen the public interest in its operations, an interest
which extends to all markets for the trading of securities. It is im-
portant that the off-board market for listed securities, taken both in-
dependently and in its relationship to other markets, operate to achieve
the objectives of the Exchange Act. A minimum need, particularly
for the informational purposes described below: is identification of
the firms making off-board markets in listed secumties in the same way
as is recommended for the "primary market makers" in chapter VII.
Transfer to market makers on the third market of any of the regula-
tions governing the activity of the primary market makers generally,
however, should depend on the applicability of these regulations to
the special facts of the third market.6

Similarly, the inherent differences between the off-board market
and the exchange markets preclude their being placed in the same
mold. Regulations are not to be transferred from one to the other in
the name of uniformity. At the other extreme, it would be difficult ~
justify differences in trading practice and operation, if any should de-
velop, which may merely serve as loopholes in exchange regulation.
For example, though there appears to be little short selling on this
market at the present time, short sales by custo~ners of the market
lnakers should be identified. But the applicability of restrictive rules
should depend, in each ease, entirely on their need.

The rapid growth of the third market and its possible effect on
other markets requires, at the very least, observation, understanding,
and evaluation of its activities. The market is altogether too impor-
tant, even apart from the strong indications that its growth has not
necessarily come to an end, to be permitted to continue in relative and
absolute obscurity. Because of its very direct impact on auction ~nur-
kets this ~vould seem to be true of over-the-counter markets in listed
securities even if it is not found appropriate to impose comparable re-
quirements on over-the-counter markets generally. Specifically, there
should be reporting of volumes and prices (including market makers’
trading on the auction market), as well as of short sales by customers
of the market makers, in each listed security. The focal point of such
rep.orting would be the market makers, but the requirements should
be broad enough to cover off-board trading, at least in transactions
of size, taking place outside the established markets.

~ See the discussion o£ the reporting, insider trading, aa~l laroxy requirements of the
Exchange Act in ch. IX, pp. 2-7 (pt. 3).

~ See 4isetts~ion in ch. VIII.F (pt. 2) of the question of quality of execution presen.ted 
the existence of competitive markets.
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Stress on the presen~ effects of off-board trading in listed stocks on
the primary market and on the need for additional data concerning
such trading points to the further question of the long-run conse-
quences of current trends. The institutionalization of the bond and
preferred stock markets has already led to a notable shift away from
the auction market to a dealer or over-the-counter market in these secu-
rities. The concentration of off-board trading in the common stocks
generally most active on the Exchange should not becloud the fact
that a number of these stocks, mostly utilities, are of less than average
activity on the principal exchange and therefore potential candidates
to continue that shift. Maintenance of present trends toward in-
creasing utilization of the over-the-counter market for the trading of
these stocks by institutions--which appear to be more interested in
these stocks than individuals--could result in the off-board market’s
becoming the dominant market in the trading of these stocks. The
extension of such a development to a larger number of stocks could
ultimately transform present patterns in the trading of common
stocks.

The plotting of future trends in this area depends, of course, on a
number of independent developments. More individuals own com-
mon stocks directly today than ever before, but a larger number is
also constantly participating in such ownership through the medium
of pension funds, insurance companies, investment companies, com-
mercial banks, and other institutions serving as conduits between in-
dividuals and the ultimate investment of their funds.~

Much depends, too, on the capacity of the exchanges, primarily the
NYSE, to adapt themselves to any shift in the nature of their cus-
tomers and in the pattern of their trading. The various special plans
of the NYSE for the handling of transactions considered unsuitable
for the regular auction market constitute a step in this direction but,
alone,, re.present no final answer to the challenge. The effect of the
commission schedule has been shown to be of great importance. Yet
the Exchange has shown little inclination in recent years to reexamine
the schedule’s assumptions and to measure its adequacy in light of
today’s market conditions.

The challenge to the primary market represented by the third mar-
ket calls for imagination and statesmanship in the interest of en-
hancing the usefulness of each, not for measures in the direction of
destroying competitive markets. Only a withering of the needs which
have given rise to the third market can justify the "elimination" of
that market, as recently suggested by the NYSE’s president. In tho
competition of markets for the trading of securities, it is surely not
too much either to expect that each will put forward its strongest
efforts to ret~tin and capture the largest possible trading volume or
to believe that, absent unreasonable discriminations and within the
necessary bounds of investor safeguards and the public interest, the
best markets will be those whose performance in that interest sanc-
tions their claim to existence.

The Special Study concludes and recommends:
1. The rapid growth in recent years of an off-board market for

the trading of listed common stocks has made this an increasingly

¯ The evidence does point, however, toward a progressively larger relative participation
by institutional investors. See oh. VIII.C.1. (p~. 2).
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important segment of the national securities markets. Although
the stocks are listed on the exchanges, the market operates as a
part of the over-the-counter markets. It thus has elements of
each market but is distinguishable in important respects from
both (and for this reason has been designated in this part as the
"third market"). As in the case of multiple markets generally,
the third market requires evaluation of the advantages of com-
petition with reference to possible impairment of the depth of
the primary market. Under existing circumstances, it appears
that the over-the-counter market for listed stocks has been benefi-
cial to investors and the public interest.

2. The study found an acute lack of data concerning the third
market. Correction of this deficiency is an indispensable pre-
requisite to understanding and evaluating this market. As a
basis for the gathering of essential information concerning the
off-board trading of listed securities, the broker-dealers who hold
themselves out to other broker-dealers and others as being willing
to buy and sell listed stocks for their own accounts should be
identified. The system of identification should generally follow
the pattern recommended for "primary market makers" in the
conclusions and recommendations in chapter VII, but there is no
need to await the establishment of mechanical arrangements for
such identification ; the relatively small number of market makers
and securities involved in the third market should permit the
institution of the necessary identification program with a mini-
mum of delay.

3. Pursuant to section 17(a) of the Exchange Act, the Com-
mission should, by appropriate rule or regulation, secure infor-
mation concerning the third market on a continuous basis from
at least two sources. The market makers (as identified under
paragraph 2) should be required to file reports on their trading in
listed securities in such detail as to volume and price as the Com-
mission may find reasonably necessary. Other broker-dealers en-
gaged in off-board trading in listed securities, but not making
markets, should be required to file periodic reports of transactions
in listed securities of (say) 300 shares or more; i.e., transactions
effected as agent for both buyer and seller, not involving a listed
market maker.

4. There appears to be no more basis for broker-dealers to en-
gage in riskless principal transactions with public customers in
listed stocks than in unlisted stocks, discussed in chapter VII.
Broker-dealers trading in listed stocks for which they are not
making markets officially identified under paragraph 2 or with-
out a bona fide inventory should be required to effect the orders
of public customers for listed stocks on an agency basis, in ac-
cordance with the recommendations in chapter VII.

5. Short selling by the customers of the market makers, though
apparently limited in extent at the present time, contains the
seeds of a problem if utilized to escape the regulations governing
the exchange markets. All sales to market makers should be
marked either "long" or "short" in conformance with such regu-
lations as the Commission may issue, and the market makers
should report such sales to them under paragraph 3 above.
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6. The trading of market makers directly with individuals in
the third market also appears to be negligible in amount. At the
same time, however, expansion of this area of operation in the
future contains the potential of a situation requiring regulation
to safeguard the interest of investors. The market makers should
be required to file with the Commission data concerning such
transactions necessary to permit adequate oversight and anticipa-
tion of regulatory needs.

At present there are 1(~ active regional exchanges, of which 4 are ex-
empt from registration under the Exchange Act and 3 are western
mining exchanges; the remaining--the Boston, Cincinnati~ Detroit,
Midwest, Pacific Coast, Philadelphia-Baltimore-Washington, and
Pittsburgh Exchanges--are the main subject of this part of the re-
port.

,The regional exchanges now in existence are the remainder of what
at one time were over 100 regional exchanges. In the last century
and the early part of the present century exchanges were organized
wherever there was an active interest in trading securities; before
adequate communication facilities were developed, trading could only
be accomplished on a face-to-face basis and the exchanges were orga-
nized to fill that need.

While the regional exchange picture has always been changing, par-
ticularly important changes occurred beginnin~o- in the 1930’s when
functmns and practices began to take their present form. Followin~
the 1929 crash, volume on all securities exchanges dwindled and the
effect was severely felt by the regional exchanges. The trading
stocks that were listed solely on regional exchanges declined for several
additional reasons. The Exchange Act with its requirements as to
disclosure, proxies, and insider trading tended to discourage new list-
ings by issuers on regional exchanges. The distribution of new issues
ceased to be a function of the regional exchanges, partly as the result
of the growth in communications which permitted the over-the-coun-
ter market to perform this function. At present the stocks traded
solely on regional exchanges are relatively few in number and many
of them are relatively inactive.

To make up for their loss of solely traded stocks the regionals ex-
panded their trading of stocks also traded on other securities ex-
changes, usually the :NYSE. Although Commission approval is
required under section 12(f)(~) of the Exchange Act before an 
change can trade on an unlisted basis a security already listed on
another exchange~ in recent years the expansion of dual or multiple
trading on the regional exchanges has been facilitated by the Commis-
sion’s liberal granting of regional exchange applications under this
section.

As a result of the regional exchanges’ loss of primary listings and
their increasing reliance on dual or multiple trading~ the latter has
become by far the most important business of the major regional
exchanges; in fact 93 percent of the dolla.r volume of trading o.n the
seven major regional exchanges in 1961 was in securities also traded
on a principal exchange (usually the NYSE). These securities are
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generally the most active NYSE stocks, with the greatest nmnber of
shares outstanding and the most shareholders. In the typical situa-
tion, the splitting of the market through dual trading does not appear
to affect adversely the quality of the New York market; and to the
extent that competition ~s afforded, the regional exchange market
may work to improve the primary market. In some situations, how-
ever, dual trading may cause impairment of depth in the primary
market.

The regional exchange markets in solely traded and dually traded
stocks operate in different ways. Round lots in solely traded stocks
apparently are traded in much the same way as stocks are on the
NYSE and Amex, although the relatively thin markets and limited
public participation in these stocks make it more difficult for a con-
tinuous auction to take place. Although there is greater need for
specialist participation in inactive stocks, specialists are reluctant to
take positions or make close markets in these stocks. 0dd-lo~ trading
in solely traded stocks uses the same mechanism as on the principal
exchanges, with the function of odd-lot .dealer and specialist combined,
as on the ½mex.

Trading in a dual stock is essentially based on the prices and quota-
tions of the primary exchange. The specialist participates in most
transactions and on one or more of the exchanges is required to, or
does in practice, quote at least one side of the market as favorable as
in New York. A variety of special arrangements have been developed
on the regi.onal exchanges by which a customer may be enabled to
receive a price substantially equivalent to that in the primary market,
but one or two of these arrangements may raise questions of whether
customers receive the best available execution. However, by checking
both the regional market and the New York market, a broker is in a
position to obtain whichever price is the more favorable.

Odd-lot orders in dually traded stocks are mechanically executed
.based on prices appearing on the NYSE (or Amex) tape, with a time
~nterval designed to provide the same price on the regional exchange
as would have been obtained on the principal exchange, ttowever, the
degree of surveillance given to such transactions differs from exchange
to exchange.

The odd-lot dealer-specialists in the course of trading odd lots and
round lots in dual stocks may accumulate positions. They have sev-
eral methods of liquidating a position; they can make their round-lot
quotes better than the primary exchange’s quote or they can sell stock
off the regional exchange by trading over the counter or on the pri-
mary exchange. There is no evidence that such offsetting transactions
on the NYSE have had any harmful impact on that market.

Although there are significant numbers of sole members, regional
exchange members deriving the greatest portion of the income earned
on the regional exchanges are dual members; i.e., members of both
regional exchanges and the NYSE, but the regional exchanges do not
provide the most important source of income for them. Sole members
of regional exchanges, as a ~roup, also do not receive the major portion
of their income from the r~gional exchanges; other activities--over-
the-counter activities and mutual fund sales--are larger sources of in-
come. However, there are .many sole members who receive a sub-
stantial portion of their ~ncome from their regional exchange
activities.
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The commission rate structure of the NYSE (see ch. VI.I) pre-
vents nonmember broker-dealers from directly receiving or sharing
in commissions on transactions in NYSE stocks. The dual trading
system (together with the over-the-counter market in listed securities)
permits such nonmember broker-dealers to deal in a large number of
se.cu.rities trading on the NYSE and retain all or part of the com-
missions. Dual trading also facilitates the channeling of reciprocal
business to sole members who send orders which cannot be executed
on the regional exchange to New York for execution. Further, it
permits savings for dual members who do not have their own execu-
tion and clearance facilities in Ne~v York. The dual trading system
also permits institutions such as mutual funds to channel business in
return for sales of mutual fund shares to broker-dealers who are
not members of the New York exchanges and in some cases to broker-
dealers who are not even members of regional exchanges.

I1~ certain areas the regional exchanges have provided technological
competition with the maior exchanges; one current example of this is
the automated centralized bookkeeping system in effect on the Mid-
west Stock Exchange. In a wider sense, too, the public interest is
se~wed by maintaining and fostering competitive markets as dis-
tinguished from having excessive concentration in a very few markets.
From this point of view the role of regional exchanges as primary
markets is particularly significant but in practice has been progres-
sively reduced in importance.

In general, the regional exchanges as primary markets have experi-
enced declining importance on declining prestige. Nevertheless,
strenuous efforts to secure further listings as the disparities between
the disclosure requirements for stocks traded over the counter and on
exchanges are removed---coupled with other measures such as modified
market mechanisms ~nd possible further mergers, interconnections
and/or reciprocal memberships among exchanges--might serve to
arrest ~nd even reverse the trend.

The Special Study concludes and recommends:
1. Over recent decades, the character of most regional ex-

changes has markedly changed to the point where most of
them are far more important as "dual" or "multiple" markets for
securities listed on a New York exchange than as primary mar-
kets, and their memberships consist predominantly of "dual"
members (members of a New York exchange) rather than "sole"
members. The Commission’s administration of section 12(f)(2)
of the Exchange Act has allowed the regional exchanges substan-
tial freedom in selecting securities in which to establish dual or
multiple markets. By helping to promote the multiple trading
of the regional exchanges, which has become the mainstay of their
existence, this policy has encouraged competition in the securities
markets. The evidence points to the conclusion that the benefits
of this competition outweigh any possible effects on the depth of
the existing markets.

2. Given the present dependence of regional exchanges on mul-
tiple trading, for the most part conducted as an adjunct to the
New York markets rather than on an independent basis, any pro-
gram for providing a volume or block discount in commission rate
structures or for providing preferential access by nonmember
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broker-dealers to New York markets (see ch. VI.I) should 
planned and carried forward with due regard for the potential
impact on regional exchanges.

3. The survival of one or more regional exchanges as primary
markets, significantly competing for primary listings with the
New York exchanges, would appear to be generally in the public
interest. These exchanges should be encouraged and assisted in
developing and effectuating (a) combinations, interconnections
and/or reciprocal membership arrangements with other ex-
changes, to provide larger combined memberships, broader stock
lists, and stronger resources, market facilities, and self-regu-
latory mechanisms; (b) trading rules and practices consistent
with their character as centralized markets and with basic pro-
tection of investors, but adapted, so far as practicable, to the
special needs of listed securities of less than optimum depth on a
nationwide basis; (c) programs for wider publication of stock
lists and quotations and for general enhancement of prestige and
public acceptance.

4. An important byproduct of legislation extending the protec-
tions of sections 13, 14, and 16 of the Exchange Act to investors
in over-the-counter markets (see ch. IX) would be to remove what
is now an artificial barrier to exchange listing of securities en-
tirely suitable for an auction market. To improve the stature of
the regional exchanges as primary markets, to provide a nation-
wide market pattern of maximum strength, and to avoid exces-
sive concentration in the New York exchanges, there is every
reason to promote the attainment by the regionals of a status
which invites new listings. As progress is made in enhancing the
stature of the regional exchanges and in furtherance of such
progress, consideration should be given to further raising the list-
ing and delisting standards of the NYSE, and possibly the Amex,
and encouraging the transfer of listings that might find more
suitable markets on other exchanges.

5. Multiple exchange memberships, at least when so extensive
that the membership of any one exchange may become the most
important membership of others (as is now true of the NYSE in
respect of most regional exchanges), tend to limit the independ-
ence of such other exchanges and their ability to compete. If
and to the extent that it is realistic to contemplate some of the
regional exchanges’ becoming important, competitive primary
markets (see 3 and 4, above), regulation of multiple memberships
may be an appropriate long-range goal of public policy, although
not a realistic possibility under present circumstances. In light
of the present importance of multiple memberships, the Commis-
sion’s continuous surveillance of rules and practices must be de-
signed to assure the freedom of the regional exchanges from the
possibility of control by the NYSE or its members in areas of
potential competition.

t:)ART F. GENERAL CONSIDERATIONS

The market scene is kaleidoscopic rather than static, with various
currents of change operating beneath the surface of daily business.
:Rules and practices of the marketplace must be periodically reap-
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praised both to determine whether they themselves are accountable
for possibly unintended changes in market patterns and also to con-
sider whether trading or regulatory mechanisms need to be adapted to
new conditions.

The currents of change are sometin~es in the same direction~ some-
times in opposite directions, and often circular in their interaction.
Though they may operate slowly and imperceptibly~ they may lead to
results of basic importance. Among the most significant phenomena
examined in this chapter and chapters V to VII are the importance
of the NYSE and its membership in other markets and the partici-
pation of other markets and nonmember broker-dealers in the trading
of NYSE-!isted securities. These particular phenomena and others
discussed in these chapters raise fundamental issues as to, among other
matters~ the appropriate extent and limits of competition in the secu-
rities markets~ as well as rights and obligations in respect o.f access to.
particular markets and assurances of best executions.

Broad questions of this kind should receive more positive and con-
tinuous ~ttention in the performance of the Commission’s total role
and responsibility to protect the public interest and the interest of
investors. Since market patterns in which these questions arise are
constantly subject to change~ the Commission should be equipped, in
facilities~ personnel, and pro.grams to be the repository of essential
information and the wellspring o.f public policy in thes~ areas.

The Special Study concludes and recommends:
1. It is essential for the Commission to improve its facilities

and programs for continuous accumulation of data with respect
to fundamental, but often obscure, changes in the components,
uses and needs of the total pattern of trading markets; i.e., the
separate markets when considered in relation to each other. This
need, together with others discussed in chapters VI, VII, and VIII,
calls for both a reappraisal of present reporting systems, with
full regard to the burden of supplying particular information in
relation to its utility in the public interest, and a considerably
wider perspective as to potential uses of data processing equip-
ment in discharging the Commission’s regulatory responsibilities.

2. The Commission should establish a separate, permanent
policy and planning unit within its staff, having the respon-
sibility of accumulating and analyzing pertinent data bearing
on market patterns and practices generally, making special
studies as the need may be indicated, and reviewing policies and
regulations in light of changing circumstances.

3. Among the subjects that appear to need further and con-
tinuing attention of such a staff group and of the Commission are:
(a) types and forms of competition and of limitations on com-
petition actually or potentially existing within and among mar-
kets, and their impact on the free, fair, and orderly functioning
of the various markets; and (b) factors contributing to or detract-
ing from the public’s ready access to all markets and its assurance
of obtaining the best execution of any particular transaction.



CHAPTER IX

OBLIGATIONS OF ISSUERS OF PUBLICLY HELD
SECURITIES

[Part A (Introduction) discusses generally the need for adequate
availability and dissemination of information about issuers and the
need to extend to unlisted securities the safeguards no,w applicable to
listed securities under the Exchange Act.]

PART B. PROTECTIONS FOR INVESTORS IN LISTED AND UNLISTED
SECURITIES

Disclosure is the cornerstone of Federal securities regulation ; it is the

~gnreat safeguard that governs the conduct of corporate managementsmany o.f their activities; it is the best bulwark against reckless
corporate publicity and irresponsible recommendation and sale of
securities. In light of such considerations, i~t seems wholly indefen-
sible, in terms of logic and of public policy, that most investors in
over-the-counter securities should be afforded drastically less protec-
tion than is provided for investors in exchange-listed securities
through sections 13, 14, and 16 of the Exchange Act. It is also highly
anomalous that market allocations (in the sense of selections between
exchange markets and over-the-counter markets) should be impor-
tantly affected by a sort of Gresham’s law whereby many issuers may
avoid the protective measures applicable to all listed securities by sim-
ply electing to have their securities traded over the counter. Issues
traded in over-the-counter markets are far too numerous and impor-
tant-partly as a result of this Gresham’s law--to permit the present
anomalous distinction to continue.

Investors in all exchange-listed securities are afforded protection
both by statute and by rules of various of the exchanges. The Ex-
.change Act requires full information about an issuer to be disclosed
in a publicly filed application for registration before securities of the
issuer may be listed for trading on an exchange, and requires the in-
formation to be kept current by subsequent periodic and current
(special) reports (see. 13). It also requires that complete informa.-
tion be supplied shareholders in accordance with Commission rules
when proxies are solicited (sec. 14). Finally, the Exchange Act con-
trois the use of confidential corporate information for personal gain
by requiring public disclosure of insiders’ transactions in the equity
securities of their corporations and providing for the corporate re-
covery of resulting "short-swing" profits.

Statutory protections are supplemented by the exchanges. The
principal New York exchanges, for example, in their listing agree-
ments require all listed companies to disseminate independently au-
dited financial statements to shareholders annually, and require most
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